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Abstract
In this paper, M -estimation and inference methods are developed for spatial dynamic
panel data models with correlated random eﬀects, based on short panels. The unobserved
individual-speciﬁc eﬀects are assumed to be correlated with the observed time-varying
regressors linearly or in a linearizable way, giving the so-called correlated random eﬀects
model, which allows the estimation of eﬀects of time-invariant regressors. The unbiased
estimating functions are obtained by adjusting the conditional quasi-scores given the
initial observations, leading to M -estimators that are consistent, asymptotically normal,
and free from the initial conditions except the process starting time. By decomposing
the estimating functions into sums of terms uncorrelated given idiosyncratic errors, a
hybrid method is developed for consistently estimating the variance-covariance matrix of
the M -estimators, which again depends only on the process starting time. Monte Carlo
results demonstrate that the proposed methods perform well in ﬁnite sample.
Key Words: Adjusted quasi score; Dynamic panels; Correlated random eﬀects;
Initial-conditions; Martingale diﬀerence; Spatial eﬀects; Short panels.
JEL classiﬁcations: C10, C13, C21, C23, C15
1. Introduction
Consider the spatial dynamic panel data (SDPD) model where the spatial eﬀects appear
in the model in the forms of spatial lag (SL), space-time lag (STL), and spatial error (SE):
yt = ρyt−1 + λ1W1yt + λ2W2yt−1 + Xtβ + Zγ + μ+ αt1n + ut, (1.1)
ut = λ3W3ut + vt, t = 1, 2, . . . , T,
where yt = (y1t, y2t, . . . , ynt)′ and vt = (v1t, v2t, . . . , vnt)′ are n × 1 vectors of response values
and idiosyncratic errors at time t, and {vit} are independent and identically distributed (iid)
across i and t with mean zero and variance σ2v ; the scalar parameter ρ characterizes the
∗We thank Ingmar Prucha, Badi Baltagi, Anil Bera, Lung-Fei Lee, Xiaodong Liu, and the participants
of the XI World Conference of the Spatial Econometrics Association, June 13-15, 2017, Singapore, and the
8th Shanghai Econometrics Workshop, June 18-19, 2018, for their helpful comments. Zhenlin Yang gratefully
acknowledges the ﬁnancial support from Singapore Management University under Grant C244/MSS16E003.
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dynamic eﬀect, λ1 the spatial lag (SL) eﬀect, λ2 the space-time lag (STL) eﬀect, and λ3 the
spatial error (SE) eﬀect; {Xt} are n×p matrices containing values of p time-varying exogenous
variables, Z is an n× q matrix containing the values of q time-invariant exogenous variables
that may include the intercept, dummy variables (e.g., individuals’ gender and race), etc.; β
and γ are the usual regression coeﬃcients; Wr, r = 1, 2, 3, are the given n × n spatial weight
matrices; and μ is an n × 1 vector of unobserved individual-speciﬁc eﬀects, α = {αt}Tt=1 is a
T × 1 vector of unobserved time-speciﬁc eﬀects, and 1n is an n× 1 vector of ones.
According to the way (μ, α) relate to {Xt}, the model is classiﬁed as: (i) ﬁxed eﬀects (FE)
model if (μ, α) are correlated with Xt arbitrarily; (ii) random eﬀects (RE) model if (μ, α) are
uncorrelated with Xt; and (iii) correlated random eﬀects (CRE) if (μ, α) are correlated with
Xt linearly or in a linearizable way (see Footnote 1). Lee, M-J (2002) called FE the related
eﬀects, and RE the unrelated eﬀects. So, naturally the CRE can be called the linearly related
eﬀects. The term CRE is a tribute of Mundlak (1978), and Chamberlain (1982, 1984). In
this work, we adopt the more popular terms: FE, RE and CRE, so that the SDPD models
speciﬁed in (1.1) can be: FE-SDPD model, RE-SDPD model, or CRE-SDPD model.
Extensive discussions have appeared in the panel model literature, see, e.g. Cameron
and Trivedi (2005), Wooldridge (2010), Baltagi (2013), and Hsiao (2014). The FE model has
weaknesses (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005, p.715-716): (i) it does not allow the estimation of the
eﬀects of time-invariant regressors, e.g., gender, race; (ii) while coeﬃcients of time-varying
regressors are estimable, these estimates may be very imprecise if most of the variation
in a regressor is cross sectional rather than over time; (iii) prediction of the conditional
mean is impossible, instead only changes in conditional mean caused by the changes in time-
varying regressors can be predicted; and (iv) even coeﬃcients of time-varying regressors
may be diﬃcult or theoretically impossible to identify in nonlinear models. The RE model
overcomes these diﬃculties, but causal interpretationmay then be unwarranted (Cameron and
Trivedi, 2005, p.715-716). The CRE model makes a compromise between the two: overcomes
the weaknesses of the FE model and at the same time captures the linear or linearizable
correlation between the ‘eﬀects’ and the time-varying regressors.
In this paper, we consider the estimation and inference for the CRE-SDPD model, which
includes the RE-SDPD model as a special case. We consider the large-n and small-T setting,
i.e., the short panels. The literature on spatial dynamic panels is fast expanding in recent
years. However, most of the research on spatial dynamic panel data models focused on the
long panels (with large n and large T ), see, e.g., Yang, et al. (2006), Mutl (2006), Yu, et
al. (2008), Yu and Lee (2010), Lee and Yu (2010a, 2012, 2014); Bai and Li (2015), Shi
and Lee (2017), with relatively fewer works on the short panels, e.g., Elhorst (2010), Su and
Yang (2015), Qu, et al. (2016), Kuersteiner and Prucha (2018), and Yang (2018). Most
of the works on short panels are on the FE-SDPD model, except Su and Yang (2015) who
considered RE-SDPD model but with only the SE eﬀect built in the model. The general
RE-SDPD model of the form (1.1) has not been formally considered, and the more general
CRE-SDPD model speciﬁcation has not even appeared in the literature. See Anselin et al.
(2008), and Lee and Yu (2010b, 2015) for nice surveys.
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The CRE assumption renders a linear model for μ based on the observed Xt. We adopt
the approach of Mundlak (1978) and specify that μ is linearly related to {Xt} as,
μ = X¯δ + ε, (1.2)
where X¯ = 1T+1
∑T
t=0 Xt and ε is an n-vector of iid(0, σ
2
ε) errors, independent of vt for all t.
This can be extended to μ = X0δ0 +X1δ1 + · · ·+XT δT + ε, as in Chamberlain (1982, 1984),
a spatial Durbin form as in Debarsy (2012), or any linearizable relationship.1
Clearly, the advantages of the CRE-SDPD model over the FE-SPDP model are (i) it
captures the typical correlation between μ and Xt and at the same time allows the eﬀects of
time-invariant variables Z, such as gender and race, be estimated, (ii) it may be more robust
against possible existence of measurement errors and random coeﬃcients, and (iii) it avoids
the incidental parameters problem caused by the individual ﬁxed eﬀects, and hence may in-
crease the estimation eﬃciency greatly.2 However, the CRE-SDPD model induces another set
of errors associated with the model for μ, besides the original set of idiosyncratic errors, hence
it posts a much greater challenge in the estimation of model parameters and the estimation
of standard errors of parameter estimates, in particular the latter, due to the ﬁxed T nature.
The key problem is that in short panels, the error components in the disturbance cannot be
separately estimated, rendering the outer-product-of-martingale-diﬀerence (OPMD) method
of Yang (2018) for the FE-SDPD model unapplicable. The full quasi maximum likelihood
(QML) approach of Su and Yang (2015) is also unapplicable as a the usual way of modeling
the initial observations based on a linear model may not be valid in the existence of spatial
lag terms; see Yang (2018) for a detailed discussion on this.
In this paper, an M -estimation method is proposed for estimating the CRE-SDPD model
based on short panels, which is free from the initial conditions except the process starting
time (−m). The method modiﬁes the conditional quasi score function given the initial obser-
vations, to give a set of unbiased estimation functions or moment conditions. For statistical
inferences, the vector of estimating functions is written as a sum with the n summands being
martingale diﬀerences with respect to individual-speciﬁc errors given idiosyncratic errors, so
that a hybrid method that combines analytical derivations and the feasible sample analogues
is proposed for estimating the variance-covariance (VC) matrix of the M -estimators. The re-
sulting VC matrix estimator is also free from the initial conditions except the process starting
time. The consistency and asymptotic normality of the M -estimators are established, and
the consistency of the VC matrix estimator is also proved. Extensive Monte Carlo results
1The intercept of Model (1.2) is absorbed into the intercept of Model (1.1), or vise versa, for parameter
identiﬁability (see Sec. 2.1 for details on this). By ‘linearizable’ we mean any CRE relationship that can be
written as or approximated by a model linear in a ﬁnite number of parameters. To keep our exposition simple
enough, we work with the CRE form (1.2). For related issue on parameter identiﬁcation under alternative
spatial speciﬁcations, see, e.g., Anselin et al. (2008, p.647), Elhorst (2012), Lee and Yu (2016).
2Clearly, the CRE-SDPD model embeds the RE-SDPD model. The estimation of the FE-SDPD model is
typically through a ﬁrst diﬀerence or some orthonormal transformation to remove the ﬁxed eﬀects. However,
it simultaneously removes all the time-invariant variables, and hence their eﬀects cannot be estimated. Fur-
thermore, due to the diﬀerencing or transformation, one period of the data is ‘lost’ which may consist of one
third or one quarter of the ‘usable’ data if T = 3 or 4, making a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in estimation eﬃciency.
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show that, in ﬁnite samples, (i) proposed M -estimators perform very well, much superior to
the conditional QML estimators, (ii) proposed VC matrix estimator also performs well, and
(iii) in case of the simple RE-SDPD model with only SE eﬀect, the proposed M -estimator
performs equally well as the full QMLE of Su and Yang (2015), but is numerically much more
eﬃcient. The proposed M -method for point estimation remains valid if T goes large with n.
In this case, the usual method for estimating VC matrix applies.
The CRE-SDPD model given in (1.1) is fairly general, embedding several important sub-
models obtained by dropping one or two spatial eﬀects, none of which has been formally
treated in the literature except Su and Yang (2015).3 Thus, it is highly desirable to have a
uniﬁed method of inference for this general model so that the method can easily be simpliﬁed
to suit each special model of interest for a particular applied problem.
The rest of the paper goes as follows. Section 2 introduces the M -estimation framework
for the CRE-SDPD model, and presents asymptotic properties of the proposed M -estimator.
Section 3 introduces a robust method for estimating the VC matrix of the M -estimator.
Section 4 presents Monte Carlo results. Section 5 concludes the paper. All the technical
proofs are relegated to the appendices.
2. Estimation of SDPD Model with CRE
2.1. Conditional QML Estimation of CRE-SDPD Model
For the SDPD model with CRE speciﬁed by (1.1)-(1.2), we focus on the case of large
n and small T . Assume (i) data collection starts from the 0th period; the processes start
from the −mth period, i.e., m periods before the start of data collection where m ≥ 0, and
then evolve according to the prescribed processes, i.e., one of the models described above; (ii)
starting positions of the process y−m are treated as exogenous; hence the exogenous variables
Xt and the errors ut start to have impact on the response from the period −m+ 1 onwards;
(iii) all the exogenous quantities (y−m, Xt, Z) can be ﬁxed or random, and in the later case
inferences proceed by conditioning on them.
Let Br ≡ Br(λr) = In − λrWr, r = 1, 3, and B2 ≡ B2(ρ, λ2) = ρIn + λ2W2. The model
speciﬁed by (1.1)-(1.2) has reduced form:
yt = B−11 B2yt−1 +B
−1







Let Y = (y′1, . . . , y
′
T )
′, Y−1 = (y′0, . . . , y
′
T−1)
′, X = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
T )
′, D = (IT−1⊗1′n, 0(T−1)0′n)′,
and X = (1nT , D,X, 1T ⊗ Z, 1T ⊗ X¯), where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, 1k denotes a
k × 1 vector of ones, 0k a k × 1 vector of zeros, and Ik a k × k identity matrix. Further, let
ε = 1T ⊗ ε, v = (v′1, . . . , v′T )′, Wr = IT ⊗Wr, and Br = IT ⊗ Br, r = 1, 2, 3. The reduced
form (2.1) can be written compactly in matrix form:
3They considered a SDPD model with RE and spatial error (i.e., in Model (1.1) setting λ1 and λ2 to zero).
By modeling the initial observations by a linear model based on the observed regressors, they obtained a full
QML estimator (QMLE) for the model and a bootstrap estimator for the VC matrix. It would be interesting
to compare the full QMLE with the M -estimators proposed in this paper.
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where β = (αˇ′, β′, γ ′, δ′)′ with dim(β) = 2p+ q + T , and αˇ = (αT , α1 − αT , . . . , αT−1 − αT )′.
Let e = ε+B−13 v. As {εi} are iid(0, σ2ε), {vit} are iid(0, σ2v), and ε and v are independent,
the variance-covariance (VC) matrix of e is:
Var(e) = σ2ε(JT ⊗ In) + σ2v(B′3B3)−1 = σ2v [φ(JT ⊗ In) + (B′3B3)−1] ≡ σ2vΩ, (2.3)
where φ = σ2ε/σ
2
v . Let λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3)
′, θ = (β′, ρ, λ1, λ2) and ψ = (β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ′)′. The
quasi Gaussian loglikelihood, treating ε and v as normally distributed and y0 as exogenously
generated (or conditioning on y0) is
SDPD(ψ) = −nT2 log(2πσ2v)− 12 log |Ω(φ, λ3)|+ log |B1(λ1)| − 12σ2v e
′(θ)Ω−1(φ, λ3)e(θ), (2.4)
where e(θ) = B1Y −B2Y−1 −Xβ, and | · | denotes the determinant of a square matrix.
Maximizing SDPD(ψ) gives the conditional QML (CQML) estimator ψˆc of ψ. However, y0
is not exogenous unless m = 0 (data collection starts when process starts) and ε and/or v may
not be normal. Thus, SDPD(ψ) may not be a true loglikelihood function and maximizing it
may not give a consistent estimate of ψ, in particular when m > 0 so that y0 is endogenously
generated. When T is also large, consistency may be achieved as ignoring the endogeneity in
y0 is asymptotically negligible. However, it may still suﬀer from the so-called asymptotic bias
problem. To overcome these problems, Yang (2018) propose a uniﬁed M -estimation approach
for the model with FE speciﬁcation. In this paper, we adopt a similar approach by modifying
the quasi score functions to have a set of estimating functions that are unbiased at the true
parameter values so that a necessary condition for consistency is satisﬁed.
2.2. M-Estimation of CRE-SDPD Model








e′(θ)Ω−1e(θ) − nT2σ2v ,
1
2σ2v























−1, and tr(·) is the trace of a square matrix.
Let ψ0 be the true value of ψ. A parametric quantity evaluated at the true parameters is
denoted by adding a subscript ‘0’, e.g., B10, Ω0. The usual expectation and variance operators
E(·) and Var(·) correspond to the true parameters. We derive E[SSDPD(ψ0)], and show that the
ρ and λ-components of E[SSDPD(ψ0)] are generally not zero, and that the same components of
plimn→∞
1
nT SSDPD(ψ0) are not zero. Thus, the CQML estimator ψˆc cannot be consistent.
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Assumption A: Assume (i) the processes started m(≥ 0) periods before the start of data
collection (0th period), and then evolve according to Models (1.1) and (1.2), (ii) y−m, {Xt, t =
−m + 1, . . . , T}, and Z are exogenous, and (iii) the individual speciﬁc eﬀects μ are linearly
related to Xt with additive errors ε independent of vt, t = −m+ 1, . . . , vT .
By using recursive substitution on (2.1), we have an important lemma:
Lemma 2.1. Suppose Assumption A holds. Assume further that the errors {vit} in Model
(1.1) are iid(0, σ2v0) across i and t, the errors {εi} in Model (1.2) are iid(0, σ2ε0), and {vit}
and {εi} are independent. If both B−110 and B−130 exist, then we have
E(Y−1e′) = φ0C−10 +D−10, (2.6)
E(Y e′) = φ0C0 +D0, (2.7)
where C ≡ C(ρ, λ1, λ2, m), C−1 ≡ C−1(ρ, λ1, λ2, m), D ≡ D(ρ, λ1, λ2, λ3), and D−1 ≡
D−1(ρ, λ1, λ2, λ3) are nT ×nT matrices, deﬁned as follows: C = [(C1, C2, . . . , CT )⊗1T ]′ and
C−1 = [(C0, C1, . . . , CT−1)⊗ 1T ]′, where Ct = (
∑t+m−1
i=0 Bi)B−11 and B = B−11 B2;
D =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
D0 0 . . . 0
D1 D0 . . . 0





DT−1 DT−2 . . . D0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ and D−1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 . . . 0
D0 0 . . . 0





DT−2 DT−3 . . . 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
where Dt = BtB−11 B−13 (B−13 )′.
The results of Lemma 2.1 lead immediately to
E(e′Ω−10 Y−1) = tr[(φ0C−10 +D−10)Ω
−1
0 ], (2.8)
E(e′Ω−10 W1Y ) = tr[(φ0C0 +D0)Ω
−1
0 W1], (2.9)
E(e′Ω−10 W2Y−1) = tr[(φ0C−10 +D−10)Ω
−1
0 W2]. (2.10)
These results show that the ρ and λ-components of E[SSDPD(ψ0)] are generally not zero, and
that the same components of plimn→∞
1
nT SSDPD(ψ0) are not zero. Therefore, the corresponding
CQML estimator ψˆc cannot be consistent. Noticing that these quantities are free from the
initial conditions, except the process starting time, they provide a simple way to adjust the
quasi-scores so as to give a set of unbiased estimating functions free from the initial conditions













e′(θ)Ω−1(JT ⊗ In)Ω−1e(θ) − 12 tr[Ω−1(JT ⊗ In)],
1
σ2v
















SDPD(ψ0) = 0. Solving the
estimating equations S∗SDPD(ψ) = 0 gives a potentially consistent estimator ψˆM of ψ, termed in
this paper as M -estimator similar to Yang (2018). Indeed, under some regularity conditions
it is shown in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that ψˆM is consistent and asymptotically normal.
The equation solving process can be simpliﬁed by ﬁrst solving the equations for β and σ2v
given δ = (φ, ρ, λ′)′ to obtain the constrained M -estimators of β and σ2v as





where eˆ(δ) = B1Y − B2Y−1 −Xβˆ(δ). Substituting βˆ(δ) and σˆ2v(δ) back into the last ﬁve





eˆ′(δ)Ω−1(JT ⊗ In)Ω−1eˆ(δ)− 12 tr[(Ω−1(JT ⊗ In)],
1
σˆ2v












Solving the resulted concentrated estimating equations, S∗cSDPD(δ) = 0, we obtain the un-
constrained M -estimators δˆM of δ. The unconstrained M -estimators of β and σ2v are thus
βˆM ≡ βˆ(δˆM) and σˆ2v,M ≡ σˆ2v(δˆM), leading to ψˆM = (βˆ′M, σˆ2v,M, δˆ′M)′.
Remark 2.1. From the way that the AQS function is deﬁned in (2.11), we see that
the M estimator ψˆM for the CRE-SDPD model speciﬁed by (1.1) and (1.2) is free from the
speciﬁcation of the distribution of y0, except the value m, which is diﬀerent from the M -
estimator of the FE-SDPD model considered in Yang (2018), but similar to the full QMLE
of the RE-SDPD model with only SE eﬀect considered in Su and Yang (2015).
However, this does not pose a serious problem as (i) in practice one is often able to ‘tell’
roughly the value of m, and (ii) ψˆM is quite robust against the changes in the value of m. See
Elhorst (2010) and Su and Yang (2015) for similar remarks.
2.3. Asymptotic Properties of M-Estimator
To proceed with a formal study on the asymptotic properties of the proposed M -estimator,
some generic notations are helpful: (i) blkdiag(· · · ) places square matrices diagonally, (ii)
γmin(·) and γmax(·) denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix,
and (iii) ‖ · ‖ denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
Assumption B: The innovations vit are iid for all i and t with E(vit) = 0, Var(vit) = σ2v0,
and E|vit|4+0 < ∞ for some 0 > 0. The innovations εi are iid for all i with E(εi) = 0,
Var(εi) = σ2ε0, and E|εit|4+0 < ∞ for some 0 > 0.
Assumption C: The space Δ is compact, and the true parameter δ0 lies in its interior.
Assumption D: The time-varying regressors {Xt, t = 0, 1, . . . , T} are exogenous, their
values are uniformly bounded, and limn→∞ 1nT X
′X exists and is nonsingular.
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Assumption E: (i) For r = 1, 2, 3, the elements wr,ij of Wr are at most of order h−1n ,
uniformly in all i and j, and wr,ii = 0 for all i; (ii) hn/n → 0 as n →∞; (iii) {Wr, r = 1, 2, 3}
and {B−1r0 , r = 1, 3} are uniformly bounded in both row and column sums; (iv) For r = 1, 3,
{B−1r } are uniformly bounded in either row or column sums, uniformly in λr in a compact
parameter space Λr, and 0 < cr ≤ infλr∈Λr γmin(B′rBr) ≤ supλr∈Λr γmax(B′rBr) ≤ c¯r < ∞.
Assumption F: For an n×n matrix Φ uniformly bounded in either row or column sums,
with elements of uniform order h−1n , and an n × 1 vector φ with elements of uniform order
h
−1/2
n , (i) hnn y
′
0Φy0 = Op(1); (ii)
hn
n [y0−E(y0)]′φ = op(1); (iii) hnn [y′0Φy0−E(y′0Φy0)] = op(1).
The consistency of the proposed M -estimators ψˆM lies with the consistency of δˆM, as under
Assumptions D and E, the consistency of βˆM and σˆ2v,M follows almost immediately that of
δˆM. Deﬁne S¯∗SDPD(ψ) = E[S∗SDPD(ψ)], the population counter part of the AQS function given in
(2.11). Given δ, the population AQS functions S¯∗SDPD(ψ) = 0 are partially solved at





where e¯(δ) = e(θ)|β=β¯(δ) = B1Y −B2Y−1 −Xβ¯(δ). Substituting β¯M(δ) and σ¯2v,M(δ) into the
last ﬁve equations of S¯∗SDPD(ψ) leads to the population counter part of the concentrated AQS



































Note that the M -estimator δˆM of δ0 is a zero of S∗cSDPD(δ). It is easy to see that S¯∗cSDPD(δ0) = 0
through β¯(δ0) = β0 and σ¯2v(δ0) = σ
2
v0, i.e., δ0 is a zero of S¯
∗c
SDPD(δ). Thus, by Theorem 5.9 of
van der Vaart (1998), δˆM will be consistent for δ0 if supδ∈Δ
1
nT
∥∥S∗cSDPD(δ) − S¯∗cSDPD(δ)∥∥ p−→ 0,
and the following identiﬁcation condition holds.
Assumption G: infδ: d(δ,δ0)≥ε
∥∥S¯∗cSDPD(δ)∥∥ > 0 for every ε > 0, where d(δ, δ0) is a measure
of distance between δ0 and δ.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose Assumptions A-G hold. Assume further that (i) γmax[Var(Y )]
and γmax[Var(Y−1)] are bounded, and (ii) infδ∈Δ γmin[Var(B1Y − B2Y−1)] ≥ cy > 0. We
have, as n→∞, ψˆM p−→ ψ0.
To establish asymptotic normality of the proposed M -estimator ψˆM, the representations
of Y and Y−1 in terms of y0 = 1T ⊗ y0 and e given in the following lemma are very useful.
Lemma 2.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, we have,
Y = Qy0 + η + Se and Y−1 = Q1y0 + η−1 + S−1e, (2.18)
where Q = blkdiag(B0,B20, . . . ,BT0 ), Q−1 = blkdiag(In,B10, . . . ,BT−10 ), S = RB−11 , S1 =
8
R1B−11 , η = SXβ, η1 = S1Xβ,
R =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
In 0 0 . . . 0






BT−10 BT−20 BT−30 . . . In
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ and R−1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 . . . 0






BT−20 BT−30 BT−40 . . . 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ .





e′Φ2e− 12tr[Ω−10 (JT ⊗ In)],
e′Ψ1y0 + Π′2e+ e
′Φ3e− tr[(φC−10 +D−10)Ω−10 ],
e′Ψ2y0 + Π′3e+ e
′Φ4e− tr[(φC0 +D0)Ω−10 W1],
e′Ψ3y0 + Π′4e+ e′Φ5e− tr[(φC−10 +D−10)Ω−10 W2],
e′Φ6e− 12tr(Ω−10 Ω˙λ30),
(2.19)
where Π1 = 1σ2v0
Ω−10 X, Π2 =
1
σ2v0
Ω−10 η−1, Π3 =
1
σ2v0





Ω−10 , Φ2 =
1
2σ2v0
Ω−10 (JT ⊗ In)Ω−10 , Φ3 = 1σ2v0Ω
−1












Ω−10 Q−1, Ψ2 =
1
σ2v0




Now, by Lemma 2.2 and noticing e = ε+B−130 v, Y and Y−1 are further represented as
Y = Qy0 + η + Sε + Bv and Y−1 = Q−1y0 + η−1 + S−1ε+ B−1v, (2.20)
where B = SB−130 and B−1 = S−1B
−1
30 . Thus, S
∗
SDPD(ψ0) are further expressed in terms of v, ε
and y0. Using backward substitution on equation (2.1), we have:
y0 = Bmy−m +
∑m−1
k=0 BkB−11 X−kβ +
∑m−1
k=0 BkB−11 ε +
∑m−1
k=0 BkB−11 B−13 v−k
≡ ηm + Kmε+ Vm, (2.21)
where ηm = Bmy−m +
∑m−1
k=0 BkB−11 X−kβ, being the mean of y0 given X−k, k = 0, 1, . . . , m
and thus exogenous; Km =
∑m−1
k=0 BkB−11 ; and Vm =
∑m−1
k=0 BkB−11 B−13 v−k which obviously
is independent of ε and vt, t = 1, 2, . . . , T . Therefore, the components of S∗SDPD(ψ0) are linear
combinations of terms linear-quadratic in v, linear-quadratic in ε, and bilinear in ε and v,
in ε and Vm, and in v and Vm. These lead to a simple way for establishing the asymptotic
normality of the AQS vector S∗SDPD(ψ0), and thus the asymptotic normality of the proposed
M -estimator. We have the following theorem, and see the proof in Appendix B for the details.















where Σ∗SDPD(ψ0) = − 1nT E[ ∂∂ψ′S∗SDPD(ψ0)] and Γ∗SDPD(ψ0) = 1nT Var[S∗SDPD(ψ0)], both assumed to
exist and Σ∗SDPD(ψ0) to be positive deﬁnite, for suﬃciently large n.
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3. Robust Estimation of VC Matrix of M-Estimators
The expected negative Hessian matrix Σ∗SDPD(ψ) can be consistently estimated by its ob-






SDPD(ψ)|ψ=ψˆM. The detailed expression of ∂∂ψ′S∗SDPD(ψ)





diﬃculty. The traditional plug-in method requires the unconditional distribution of y0 or a
valid model for y0 when T is ﬁxed, of which neither is plausible as the the unconditional
distribution involves unobservables and a valid model seems very diﬃcult (if not impossible)
to formulate, in particular when the model contains spatial lag terms (Yang, 2018). To over-
come these diﬃculties in estimating the VC matrix for the FE-SDPD model, Yang (2018)
proposed an outer-product-of-martingale-diﬀerence (OPMD) method, where the AQS func-
tion of the FE-SDPD model is decomposed into a sum of vector martingale diﬀerence (MD)
sequences so that the average of the outer products of the MDs gives a consistent estimate
of the VC matrix of that AQS function. However, this OPMD method does not apply to our
CRE-SDPD model due to the existence of two error components ε and vt.
New method of feasible and consistent VC matrix estimation is needed. The representa-
tions given in (2.19) are crucial in obtaining such an estimate. From (2.19) we see that the
AQS function contains three types of elements:
Π′e, e′Φe, and e′Ψy0,
where Π,Φ, and Ψ are nonstochastic matrices depending on φ0 with Π being nT ×dim(β) or
nT ×1, and Φ and Ψ being nT ×nT . The closed form expressions for the variances of Π′e and
e′Φe can be derived but the plug-in method cannot be applied as their analytical expressions
involve the 3rd and 4th moments of both εi and vit, which cannot be consistently estimated
simultaneously with a ﬁxed T . Furthermore, the closed-form expressions for the variance of
e′Ψy0 and its covariances with Π′e and e′Φe depend on the past values of the regressors and
the process starting positions, which are unobserved. Thus, the plug-in method based on the
full analytical expression of Γ∗SDPD does not work either in this case.
As neither the traditional plug-in method nor the OPMD method works for estimating
Γ∗SDPD, an alternative method must be developed. To ﬁx idea, we again, as in Yang (2018),
endeavor to decompose S∗SDPD(ψ0) into a sum
∑n
i=1 gi such that {gi} possess some ‘desirable
properties’ and a feasible estimator for Γ∗SDPD can thus be developed. Diﬃculty lies in the fact
that the composite error, et = ε+B−13 vt, consists of two components vt and ε, which cannot
be ‘consistently’ estimated simultaneously due to the ﬁxed T nature. Thus, although {gi}
can be written as MD sequences separately in terms of ε and vt, it cannot be estimated this
way as only the estimates eˆt are available. However, if the decomposition
∑n
i=1 gi is such
that the covariance between gi and gj, j 
= i, are uncorrelated with respect to ε for given
{vt}, then an hybrid method, i.e., combining sample analogue and the analytical expressions,


































where gˆi is the plug-in estimate of gi by plugging ψˆM and eˆit in gi. For the double sum term,
we derive ‘partial’ analytical expressions in terms of ψ0, 3rd and 4th moments of vit, and the
initial values y0, so that a mixture of the plug-in method and sample analogue method can
be applied. We choose gˆi in such a way that this method is free from the speciﬁcations of the
distributions of the initial observations, and that it involves only the 3rd and 4th moments
of the idiosyncratic error vit, of which the estimations are readily available. The latter is
achieved by transforming y0 so that the transformed y0 has an error structure similar to et:
y∗0 = K
−1
m y0 = ε +K
−1
m ηm + K
−1
m Vm ≡ ε+ η∗m + V ∗m, (3.2)
see (2.21). Clearly, making ε ‘stand out’ in the above expression as in e is to take a full
advantage of the MD structure in ε so that the 3rd and 4th moments of εi do not appear
and the relevant terms in the covariance part of (3.1) disappear. This is important as the
3rd and 4th moments of εi cannot be consistently estimated together with these of vit.
To proceed, for a square matrixA, let Au, Al and Ad be, respectively, its upper-triangular,
lower- triangular, and diagonal matrix such that A = Au+Al+Ad. Denote by Πt,Φts and Ψts
the submatrices of Π,Φ and Ψ partitioned according to t, s = 2, . . . , T . Denote the partial sum
of time-indexed quantities using the ‘+’ notation: e.g., Ψt+ =
∑T







s=1 Ψts, and similarly for Φts, Πt and other time-indexed quantities.



















































where ξt = (Ψ∗lt+ + Ψ∗ut+)y∗0 and {Ψ∗ii,t+, i = 1, . . . , n} are the diagonal elements of Ψ∗t+.
Letting b′i and w
′




t++Ψ∗ut+), and noting that et = ε+B
−1
3 vt,





















0] = 0. These lead to e









0i − dΨ,it) + eitξit
]
, (3.3)
i.e., e′Ψy0 − E(e′Ψy0) is decomposed into a sum of n ‘gradients’.





















































































































Letting a′i,ts and c
′





















i,tsvs. It follows that





























(eite∗it − d1Φ,it) + (eitϕit − d2Φ,it)
]
. (3.4)








The decompositions of the three types of quantities into sums with ‘gradients’ given by (3.3)-
(3.5) lead to a ‘possible’ way for a consistent estimate of the VC matrix of the AQS function.
For for each Ψr, r = 1, 2, 3, deﬁned in (2.19), deﬁne gΨr ,i according to (3.3); for each
Φr, r = 1, . . . , 6, deﬁned in (2.19), deﬁne gΦr,i according to (3.4); and each Πr, r = 1, 2, 3, 4,






gΠ2,i + gΦ3,i + gΨ1,i,
gΠ3,i + gΦ4,i + gΨ2,i,
gΠ4,i + gΦ5,i + gΨ3,i,
gΦ6,i.
(3.6)
Then, the AQS vector at the true parameter value is S∗SDPD(ψ0) =
∑n
i=1 gi and its variance















i with gˆi being obtained by
replacing ψ0 and e in gi by their estimates ψˆM and eˆ, and the double sum is estimated using
the results of the following lemma.
To simplify the representation and to facilitate the calculations, let πr and πν be the
column(s) of Π = (Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4), for r, ν = 1, 2, . . . , dim(β) + 3, and gπr and gπν be the
corresponding gradients vectors deﬁned according to (3.5).
Lemma 3.1. For (πr,πν) and the corresponding gradients vectors (gπr , gπν), r, ν =
1, 2, . . . , kx+3; (Φr,Φν) and the corresponding (gΦr,i, gΦν ,i), r, ν = 1, . . . , 6; and (Ψr,Ψν) and
the corresponding (gΨr,i, gΨν,i), we have under Assumptions A and B, for j 
= i (= 1, . . . , n),






t=1 πri,tπνj,t, r, ν = 1, 2, . . . , k2 + 3, (3.7)












νj,t), r, ν = 1, 2, 3, (3.8)












































(bi  c∗ri,tt)′(bj  c∗νj,tt)
]
, r, ν = 1, . . . , 6; (3.9)
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t=1(bi  c∗ri,tt)′bjπνj,t, (3.11)





















t=1(bi  c∗ri,tt)′bjE(ξ∗νj,t), (3.12)
























and wrij,+ is the (i, j)th element of (Ψ∗lr,++ +Ψ∗ur,++) .
Denote Υij = E(gig′j). It is clear from (3.6) that Υij can be obtained from the results of
Lemma 3.1. Note that the (Π,Φ) terms of Υij are analytical functions of ψ0, μ(3) and μ(4),
and hence can be estimated by plugging-in ψˆ, μˆ(3) and μˆ(4) in the expressions. However,
the Ψ-related terms are semi-analytical functions of ψ0, μ(3) and μ(4), and E(y0) and E(y0y′0)




νj,t). Consistent estimators of μˆ
(3) and μˆ(4) are readily avail-
able as seen later, but the estimation of E(y0) and E(y0y′0) is not trivial. Their expressions
involve unobservables and thus cannot be used. In this paper, we propose to estimate the




νj,t) by their sample analogues and the other analytical terms by
plugging-in method, i.e., removing E in the expressions and then relpacing (in all terms)
ψ0, μ(3) and μ(4) by ψˆ, μˆ(3) and μˆ(4). The resulted estimator of Υij , denoted by Υ̂ij , are
thus mixtures of plug-in method and sample analogue method. The resulted estimator of the














Its consistency is proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem (2.1), we have, as n →∞,
























Finally, to estimate the third moment of vit, let e¯ = 1T
∑T





























it), we take ﬁrst diﬀerence of eit to get rid of
the correlated random eﬀect. After ﬁrst diﬀerencing, we have Δvt = B3Δet, t = 2, . . . , T ,
and the following easily derived expression:
E(Δv4it) = E[(vit − vi,t−1)4] = E(v4it) + E(v4i,t−1) + 6E(v2itv2i,t−1) = 2μ(4)v0 + 6σ4v0.
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it − 3σˆ4v0, for any t = 2, . . . , T .











it − 3σˆ4v0 .





in (3.13) is greatly facilitated by writing (3.7)-(3.12) in matrix forms for all i, j, using the
Kronecker product ⊗ operator, and the Hadamard product operator :









r,++ Ψ∗′ν,++) + σ2v0
∑T















Φ◦′ν,t  (Φ∗r,+tB3) + Φ◦r,t  (B3Φ∗′ν,+t) + B3  (Φ∗r,t+Φ∗′ν,t+)
]




B−13  (Φ∗r,ttB−13 )
][
B−13  (Φ∗ν,ttB−13 )
]′
, (3.16)





































r,+t +Φdr,t+, and Φ◦r,t = Φlr,t+ + Φu′r,+t.




j=1,j =i E(gωi gj) equals the sum of the oﬀ-diagonal









j=1,j =i Υ̂ij .
4. Monte Carlo Study
Extensive Monte Carlo experiments are run to investigate the ﬁnite sample performance
of the proposed M -estimator of the CRE-SDPD model, and the ﬁnite sample performance
of the proposed estimate of the VC matrix of the M -estimator. As in the special case of
a RE-SDPD model with only spatial errors the full QMLE is available from Su and Yang
(2015), a comparison is made between the full QMLE and the proposed M -estimator. We
use the following three data generating processes (DGPs):
DGP1: yt = ρyt−1 + λ1W1yt + λ2W2yt−1 +Xtβ1 + Zγ + μ+ αt1n + ut,
DGP2: yt = ρyt−1 + λ1W1yt + λ2W2yt−1 +Xtβ1 + Zγ + ε+ αt1n + ut,
DGP3: yt = α01n + ρyt−1 + Xtβ1 + Zγ + ε+ ut,
where ut = λ3W3ut + vt for all three DGPs, and μ, ε and vt represent, respectively, the CRE,
RE, and idiosyncratic error.
The elements of Xt are generated in a similar fashion as in Hsiao et al. (2002),4 and




the elements of Z are randomly generated from Bernoulli (0.5). The CRE is generated
according to (1.2), and ε is generated from N (0, 1). The spatial weight matrices are generated
according to Rook or Queen contiguity, or group interaction schemes.5 We choose β0 =
1, β1 = 1, γ = 1, σ2v = 1, α0 = 1, αT = 1, and αt, t = 1, ..., T − 1 are generated from N (1, 1).
We use a set of values for ρ ranging from −0.9 to 0.9, a set of values for (λ1, λ2, λ3) in
the similar range, T = 3 or 6, and N = 50, 100, 200, 400. Each set of Monte Carlo results,
corresponding to a combination of the values of (n, T,m, ρ, λ′s) is based on 2000 samples.
The error vt distribution can be (i) normal, (ii) normal mixture (10%N (0, 4), 90%N(0, 1)),
or (iii) chi-squared with degree of freedom of 3. In both (ii) and (iii), the generated errors
are standardized to have mean zero and variance σ2v .
Monte Carlo (empirical) means and standard deviations (sds) are reported for the CQML
estimator (CQMLE), the M -estimator, and the full QMLE (DGP3). Empirical averages of





are also reported for the M -estimator, which should be compared with the corresponding
empirical sds. The (standard errors) ses of the M -estimator based only on Σ∗SDPD and only on
Γ̂∗SDPD are also computed but unreported to conserve space. All the Monte Carlo results that
are involved in the following discussions but unreported due to space constraint can be found
in the supplement to this paper, available from http://www.mysmu.edu/faculty/zlyang/.
Tables 1-3 present the results based on DGP1, the CRE-SDPD model with all three types
of spatial eﬀects. The results show an excellent performance of the proposed M -estimators
of the model parameters, and the rses. The M -estimator of the dynamic parameter is nearly
unbiased, whereas the CQMLE can be quite biased and as n increases it does not show
a sign of convergence. The M -estimators of the spatial parameters λ1 and λ2 also show an
excellent ﬁnite sample performance. Both CQMLE and M -estimator of the spatial parameter
λ3 show some bias. This is perhaps due to the intrinsic nature of the QML-type estimation
of spatial error eﬀects. The rses are on average very close to the corresponding Monte Carlo
sds in general, showing the robustness and good ﬁnite sample performance of the proposed
VC matrix estimate. The non-robust ses based on Γ̂∗−1SDPD and Σ
∗−1
SDPD(ψˆM) are also simulated
and the results (reported in the supplement) show that when errors are normal, all three
methods give averaged standard errors close to the corresponding Monte Carlo sds; but when
the errors are not normal the non-robust ses can be quite diﬀerent from the corresponding
Monte Carlo sds in particular in the standard errors of σ2v and φ.
Tables 4-6 present the results based on DGP2, the RE-SDPD with all three types of spatial
eﬀects. Similar observations hold, the proposed estimation strategy performs excellently and
clearly outperforms the conditional QMLEs. The results also show that the proposed estimate
of the standard deviation of M -estimator also performs very well.
Table 7-9 present the results based on DGP 3, the RE-SDPD with only spatial error eﬀect.
and e ∼ N(0, σ22In). Let θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2).
5The Rook and Queen schemes are standard. For group interaction, we ﬁrst generate k = nα groups of
sizes ng ∼ U(.5n¯, 1.5n¯), g = 1, · · · , k, where 0 < α < 1 and n¯ = n/k, and then adjust ng so thatPkg=1 ng = n.
The reported results correspond to α = 0.5. See Yang (2015) for details in generating these spatial layouts.
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For this model, the full QMLE (FQMLE) is available from Su and Yang (2015). As the main
focus of this set of Monte Carlo experiments is to compare M -estimator with FQMLE, the rses
of the M -estimator are not reported. The results show that both M -estimator and FQMLE
of the dynamic parameter are nearly unbiased whereas the CQMLE is quite diﬀerent from the
true value and does not show a sign of convergence. Three estimators of spatial parameter λ3
all show some bias, but the M -estimator has the smallest bias among the three. Comparing
the empirical sds, we see that the M -estimator is slightly less eﬃcient than the FQMLE, as
expected. Computationally, however, the CQMLE and M -estimator are much more eﬃcient.
Under all three DPGs, the Monte Carlo experiments are also run using a ‘wrong’ value
of m and a larger value of T (= 6). The results (unreported for brevity) show that the M -
estimator is quite robust against the choice of m value, and that with a larger value of T the
CQMLE perform signiﬁcantly better, but is still clearly dominated by the M -estimator.
5. Conclusion and Discussion
This paper introduces M -estimation and and inference methods for the spatial dynamic
panel data (SDPD) model with correlated random eﬀects (CRE), based on the short panel set
up. The estimation strategy is based on the adjusted quasi score functions following the idea of
Yang (2018). For statistical inferences, a hybrid method that combines analytical derivations
and the feasible sample analogues is proposed for estimating the robust standard errors of
the M -estimators. The asymptotic properties of these estimators are studied in detail and
Monte Carlo simulation shows that both the M -estimators and the robust standard errors
perform very well in ﬁnite samples.
In this paper, we adopt the approach of Mundlak (1978) to specify the CRE for easy
exposition. The results can be adapted to cover any CRE form that is linearizable in the
sense that it can be written or be approximated by a linear model based on the observed
time-varying regressors. The most general CRE form may be μ = g(X0, X1, . . . , XT ) + ε
with an unknown functional form g(·) and an additive error ε, giving a SDPD model with
nonlinear linear individual-speciﬁc eﬀects and error components. Standard semiparametric
methods may be used to handle this unknown function and the model estimation may proceed
in a similar way as that in this paper. This is clearly an interesting model speciﬁcation, but
a detailed study is beyond the scope of this paper. It would also be interesting to extend
our methods to allow for heteroskedasticity in cross-section as well as in time, and serial
correlation. These models and methods would be much more challenging than the already
quite challenging work presented in this paper, and will be the topics of our future research.
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Appendix A: Some Basic Lemmas
The following lemmas are essential to the proofs of the theorems in Sections 2 and 3.
Lemma A.1. (Kelejian and Prucha, 1999; Lee, 2002): Let {An} and {Bn} be two se-
quences of n× n matrices that are uniformly bounded in both row and column sums. Let Cn
be a sequence of conformable matrices whose elements are uniformly O(h−1n ). Then
(i) the sequence {AnBn} are uniformly bounded in both row and column sums,
(ii) the elements of An are uniformly bounded and tr(An) = O(n), and
(iii) the elements of AnCn and CnAn are uniformly O(h−1n ).
Lemma A.2. (Lee, 2004a, p.1918): For W1 and B1 deﬁned in Model (1.1), if ‖W1‖ and
‖B−110 ‖ are uniformly bounded, where ‖ · ‖ is a matrix norm, then ‖B−11 ‖ is uniformly bounded
in a neighborhood of λ10.
Lemma A.3. (Lee, 2004a, p.1918): Let Xn be an n × p matrix. If the elements Xn are
uniformly bounded and limn→∞ 1nX
′




and Mn = In − Pn are uniformly bounded in both row and column sums.
Lemma A.4. (Lemma B.4, Yang, 2015, extended): Let {An} be a sequence of n × n
matrices that are uniformly bounded in either row or column sums. Suppose that the elements
an,ij of An are O(h−1n ) uniformly in all i and j. Let vn be a random n-vector of iid elements
with mean zero, variance σ2 and ﬁnite 4th moment, and bn a constant n-vector of elements
of uniform order O(h−1/2n ). Then
(i) E(v′nAnvn) = O(
n
hn




(iii) Var(v′nAnvn + b′nvn) = O(
n
hn




(v) v′nAnvn − E(v′nAnvn) = Op(( nhn )
1






and (vii), the results (iii) and (vi) remain valid if bn is a random n-vector independent of vn
such that {E(b2ni)} are of uniform order O(h−1n ).
Lemma A.5. (Lemma A.5, Yang, 2018; Kelejian and Prucha, 2001): Let {Φn} be a
sequence of n × n matrices with row and column sums uniformly bounded, and elements of
uniform order O(h−1n ). Let vn = (v1, · · · , vn)′ be a random vector of iid elements with mean
zero, variance σ2v, and ﬁnite (4+ 20)th moment for some 0 > 0. Let bn = {bni} be an n× 1
random vector, independent of vn, such that (i) {E(b2ni)} are of uniform order O(h−1n ), (ii)
supiE|bni|2+0 < ∞, (iii) hnn
∑n
i=1[φn,ii(bni − Ebni)] = op(1) where {φn,ii} are the diagonal




ni − E(b2ni)] = op(1). Deﬁne the bilinear-quadratic form:
Qn = b′nvn + v
′
nΦnvn − σ2vtr(Φn),
and let σ2Qn be the variance of Qn. If limn→∞h
1+2/0
n /n = 0 and {hnn σ2Qn} are bounded away
from zero, then Qn/σQn
d−→ N (0, 1).
Lemma A.6. (Lemma A.6, Lee 2004b): Suppose that z1n and z2n are sequences of n-
dimensional column vectors, with elements being uniformly bounded for all n.
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(i) If {An} is uniformly bounded in either row or column sums, then |z′1nAnz2n| = O(n).
(ii) If the sum of elements of {z1n} in absolute value is bounded, and the row sums of {An}
are uniformly bounded, then |z′1nAnz2n| = O(1).
Appendix B: Proofs for Section 2
Proof of Lemma 2.1: By (2.1), backward substitution leads to, for t = −m+1, . . . , T ,











= BtE(y0ε′) + (
∑t−1
i=0 Bi)B−11 E(εε′)






Therefore, E(Y−1ε′) = σ2ε0C−1 and E(Y ε
′) = σ2ε0C.




























s) = B2E(yt−2v′s) = · · ·
= Bt−sE(ysv′s) = Bt−sE(B−11 B−13 vsv′s) = Bt−sB−11 B−13 σ2v0,
when t > s. Therefore, E(Y−1v′)(B−13 )
′ = σ2v0D−1 and E(Y v
′)(B−13 )
′ = σ2v0D. Combining
these results, we obtain the results of Lemma 2.1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2: Backward substitution on (2.1) gives, for t = 1, . . . , T ,
yt = Byt−1 +B−11 Xtβ0 + B−11 ε+B−11 B−13 vt








k=1 Bt−kB−11 B−13 vk.
The results of Lemma 2.2 follows. 
Following results are used in proving the theorems: (i) eigenvalues of a projection matrix
are either 0 or 1; (ii) eigenvalues of a positive deﬁnite matrix are strictly positive; (iii) for
symmetric matrix A and positive semideﬁnite (p.s.d.) matrix B, γmin(A)tr(B) ≤ tr(AB) ≤
γmax(A)tr(B); (iv) for symmetric matrices A and B, γmax(A+B) ≤ γmax(A)+γmax(B); and
(v) for p.s.d. matrices A and B, γmax(AB) ≤ γmax(A)γmax(B). See, e.g, Bernstein (2009).































SDPD(δ)− S¯∗cSDPD(δ)] p−→ 0 as
n →∞, by Theorem 5.9 of van der Vaart (1998), boils down to the proofs of the following:
(a) infδ∈Δσ¯2v,M(δ) is bounded away from zero,
(b) supδ∈Δ









































Deﬁne e¯∗(δ) = Ω−
1
2 e¯(δ) and B∗r = Ω
− 1
2Br , r = 1, 2, where Ω
1
2 is the square-root matrix
of Ω. Let Y ◦ = Y − E(Y ) and Y ◦−1 = Y−1 − E(Y−1). We ﬁrst present a useful identity:
e¯∗(δ) = M(B∗1ΔY −B∗2Y−1) +P(B∗1Y ◦ −B∗2Y ◦−1), (B.1)
where M = InT −Ω− 12X(X′Ω−1X)−1X′Ω− 12 and P = InT −M.







1Y −B∗2Y−1)′M(B∗1Y −B∗2Y−1)] + 1nT E[(B∗1Y ◦ −B∗2Y ◦−1)′P(B∗1Y ◦ −B∗2Y ◦−1)]
= 1nT tr[Var(B
∗
1Y −B∗2Y−1)] + 1nT (B∗1EY −B∗2EY−1)′M(B∗1EY −B∗2EY−1).
As M is p.s.d, the second term is nonnegative for every in δ ∈ Δ. By Assumption E(iv) and
the assumptions given in the theorem, the ﬁrst term is such that for every δ ∈ Δ,
1
nT tr[Ω















≥ 1nT c31+c3φtr[Var(B1Y −B2Y−1)] ≥ c > 0.
It follows that infδ∈Δσ¯2v,M(δ) > c > 0.
Proof of (b). Let eˆ∗(δ) = Ω−
1








σˆ2v,M(δ)− σ¯2v,M(δ) = 1nT [(B∗1Y −B∗2Y−1)′M(B∗1Y −B∗2Y−1)]




1Y − E(Y ′B∗′1 MB∗1Y )] + 1nT [Y ′−1B∗′2 MB∗2Y−1 − E(Y ′−1B∗′2 MB∗2Y−1)]
− 2nT [Y ′B∗′1 MB∗2Y−1 − E(Y ′B∗′1 MB∗2Y−1)]− 1nT E[(B∗1Y ◦ −B∗2Y ◦−1)′P(B∗1Y ◦ −B∗2Y ◦−1)]
≡ (Q1 − EQ1) + (Q2 − EQ2)− 2(Q3 − EQ3)− EQ4.
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The results follows if Qj − EQj p−→ 0, j = 1, 2, 3, and EQ4−→0, uniformly in δ ∈ Δ.




2 , we have,
Q1 = 1nT
(














which leads to Q1 − EQ1 =
∑9
=1(Q1, − EQ1,), where Q1,,  = 1, . . . , 9, denote the nine














































which leads to Q2 − EQ2 =
∑9
=1(Q2, − EQ2,), where Q2,,  = 1, . . . , 9, denote the nine






















+v′B′−1B′1M∗B2Q−1y0 + ε′S−1B′1M∗B2η−1 + v′B′−1B′1M∗B2η−1
)
,
which leads to Q3−EQ3 =
∑14
=1(Q3,−EQ3,), where Q3,,  = 1, . . . , 14, denote the fourteen
stochastic terms of Q3. The forth,ninth, tenth and the last two terms have expectations zero.






















′ψ, and 1nT ε
′ψε. The matrices Φ, Π,
Πε, Θ, and Ψ, and the vectors φ, ψ and ψε are deﬁned in terms of Q, Q−1, S, S−1, B,
B−1, η, and η−1, which depend on true parameter values and B1, which depends on λ1,
B2, which depends on ρ and λ2 and M∗, which depends on λ3 and φ. By Lemma A.1,
Assumption E and the expressions given under the AQS function (2.19), the nT ×N matrices
R, R−1, S, S−1, B and B−1 are uniformly bounded in both row and colum sums, elements
of the nT × 1 vectors η and η−1 uniformly bounded. By Assuption E(iv), B1 and B2 are
uniformly bounded in either row and colum sums. By Assumption E and the expression of Ω in
eqation (2.3), we know 0 < c ≤ infλ3,φ∈Λ γmin(Ω) ≤ supλ3,φ∈Λ γmax(Ω) ≤ c¯ < ∞. Therefore,
0 < 1c¯ ≤ infλ3,φ∈Λ γmin(Ω−1) ≤ supλ3,φ∈Λ γmax(Ω−1) ≤ 1c < ∞. For nT × 1 vector ek whose
kth element is one and all other elements are zeros. ‖Ω−1ek‖ ≤ ‖Ω−1‖‖ek‖ ≤ γmax(Ω−1) ≤ 1c .
It follows that Ω−1 and therefore M∗ is bounded either row and colum sums.
The quadratic terms of y0 can be written as 1nT y
′





Each δ ∈ Δ, Φt,s(δ) are uniformly bounded in either row or column sums. The pointwise
convergence of 1n [y
′
0Φ++(δ)y0 − E(y′0Φ++(δ)y0)] thus follows from Assumption F(iii). The






tΠtsvs. The quadratic terms of ε
can be written as 1nT ε




s Πε,ts. The pointwise convergence
of 1n [v
′
tΠtsvs − E(v′tΠtsvs)] follows from Lemma A.4 (v), for each t, s = 1, . . . , T , and the
pointwise convergence of 1n [ε
′Πε,++ε − E(ε′Πε,++ε)] also follows from Lemma A.4 (v). The
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pointwise convergence of 1n [ε








0Ψ+svs and then applying Lemma A.4 (vii). Similarly,
the pointwise convergence of 1nT [y
′
0Ψεε− E(y′0Ψεε)] follows by writing, y′0Ψεε = y′0Ψ++ε =
ε′Ψ++ε + (ηm + V ∗m)′Ψ++ε, and then applying Lemma A.4 (i) to the quadratic term and
Chebyshev inequality for the linear term. The pointwise convergence of 1nT [y
′
0φ − E(y′0φ)]
follows from Assumption F(ii), and of 1nT v
′ψ and 1nT ε
′ψε from Chebyshev inequality. Thus,
Qk,(δ)− EQk,(δ) p−→ 0, for each δ ∈ Δ, and all k and .
Now, for all the Qk,(δ) terms, let δ1 and δ2 be in Δ. We have by the mean value theorem
(MVT):
Qk,(δ2)−Qk,(δ1) = ∂∂δ′Qk,(δ¯)(δ2 − δ1),
where δ¯ lies between δ1 and δ2 elementwise. Note that Qk,(δ) is linear or quadratic in ρ, λ1
and λ2, and thus the corresponding partial derivatives takes simple form. It is easy to show
that supδ∈Δ | ∂∂ωQk,(δ)| = Op(1), for ω = ρ, λ1, λ2. For ∂∂λ3Qk,(δ), note that only the matrix




where Ω˙λ3 = ddλ3Ω = IT ⊗ (B′3B3)(B′3W3 + W ′3B3)(B′3B3). Thus, it is easy to show that for
all k and l supδ∈Δ | ∂∂λ3Qk,(δ)| = Op(1). For example, for Q1,1(δ), noting that γmax(M) = 1,




≤ supδ∈Δ 1n(T−1) |Δy′1R′B′1Ω˙λ3B1RΔy1|
≤ γmax(Ω˙λ3)γmax(B′1B1) 1nT |Δy′1R′RΔy1|
= O(1)×O(1)× Op(1) = Op(1), by Assumption F(i).
It follows that Qk,(δ) are stochastic equicontinuous, and by Theorem 1 of Andrews (1992)
Qk,(δ) − EQk,(δ) p−→ 0, uniformly in δ ∈ Δ. Thus, Qk(δ) − EQk(δ) p−→ 0, uniformly in
δ ∈ Δ, k = 1, 2, 3. It left to show that EQ4(δ)→ 0, uniformly in δ ∈ Δ. We have
EQ4 = 1nT tr[Ω
−1X(X′Ω−1X)−1X′Ω−1Var(B1Y −B2Y−1)]

















By Assumption D, γmin(X
′Ω−1X




) ≥ cx ≥ 0. It follows that,




≤ 1n(T−1) c¯2c 1cx c¯y
1
nT tr[X
′X], by the assumption in Theorem 2.1
= O(n−1), by Assumption D.
Hence, σˆ2v,M(δ)− σ¯2v,M(δ)
p−→ 0, uniformly in δ ∈ Δ, completing the proof of (b).
Proofs of (c)-(f). By the expressions of eˆ(δ) and e¯(δ) given earlier and Lemma 2.2, all
the quantities inside | · | in (c)-(g) can all be expressed in the forms similar to (5). Thus, the
proofs of (c)-(f) follow the proof of (b). 
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nT (ψˆM − ψ0),
































30 Ψr, r =














30 , r =






ε′Φ1ε+ v′Φ1v + 2v
′Φ◦1ε− μσ2 ,
ε′Φ2ε+ v′Φ2v + 2v
′Φ◦2ε− μφ,




2 v + ε
′Φ3ε+ v′Φ3v+ 2v
′Φ◦3ε− μρ,
ε′Ψ2y0 + v′Ψ◦2y0 + Π′3ε +Π◦′3 v + ε′Φ4ε+ v′Φ4v+ 2v′Φ◦4ε− μλ1 ,
ε′Ψ3y0 + v′Ψ◦3y0 + Π′4ε +Π◦′4 v + ε′Φ5ε+ v′Φ5v+ 2v′Φ◦5ε− μλ12 ,





, μφ = 12 tr[Ω
−1
0 (JT ⊗ In)], μρ = tr[(φ0C−10 +D−10)Ω−10 ], μλ1 = tr[(φ0C0 +
D0)Ω−10 W1], μλ2 = tr[(φ0C−10 +D−10)Ω
−1
0 W2], and μλ3 = tr(Ω
−1
0 Ω˙λ30).
Partition the vectors or matrices Πr and Π◦r according to t = 1, . . . , T , and denote the
partitioned vectors or matrices, respectively, by {Πrt} and {Π◦rt}; partition the matrices
Φr, Φ◦r, Φr, Ψr, and Ψ◦r according to t, s = 1, . . . , T , and denote the partitioned matrices,













s=1 Φrts, we have
Π′rε = Πr+ε, ε





where Ψ◦r+ = Ψ◦r(1T ⊗ In) and Φ◦r+ = Φ◦r(1T ⊗ In). Now, by (3.2), the terms bilinear in ε and
y0, and the terms bilinear in v and y0 can be expressed as










Therefore, the AQS vector at the true parameters consists of terms linear-quadratic in v,
linear-quadratic in ε, and bilinear in ε and v. Thus, for every non-zero dim(ψ)× 1 vector of
constants c, c′S∗SDPD(ψ0) can be expressed as
c′S∗SDPD(ψ0) = v
′Av + v′π + ε′Bε + ε′ϕ + vDε− c′μψ ,
for suitably deﬁned non-stochastic matricesA, B and D, and (random) vectors π and ϕ, where
μψ = {0′p, μσ2 , μρ, μλ1, μλ2, μλ3, }′. Both π and ϕ are measurable functions of Vm, and hence
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are independent of ε and v. Putting c′S∗SDPD(ψ0) in a more compact form: V′AV+V′−c′μψ ,
where V = (v′, ε′)′, A = {A,D; 0, B},  = (π′, ϕ)′, and 0 denotes a matrix of zeros, the
asymptotic normality of 1√
nT
c′S∗SDPD(ψ0) follows from Lemma A.5. Finally, the Crame´r-Wold
devise leads to the joint asymptotic normality of 1√
nT
S∗SDPD(ψ0).




SDPD(ψ), has the elements:
H∗ββ = − 1σ2v X







H∗βρ = − 1σ2v X
′Ω−1Y−1, H∗βλ1 = − 1σ2v X










= − 1σ6v e








e′(θ)Ω−1Y−1, H∗σ2vλ1 = −
1
σ4v























φφ = − 12σ2v e
′(θ)Ω¨−φ e(θ) − 12tr[Ω˙−φ (JT ⊗ In)],
H∗φλ3 =− 12σ2v e
′(θ)Ω¨−φ,λ3e(θ) − 12 tr[Ω˙−λ3(JT ⊗ In)],
H∗ρρ =− 1σ2v Y
′−1Ω−1Y−1 − tr[(φC˙−1,ρ + D˙−1,ρ)Ω−1],
H∗ρλ1 =− 1σ2v Y
′W ′1Ω−1Y−1 − tr[(φC˙−1,λ1 + D˙−1,λ1)Ω−1],









e′(θ)Ω˙−λ3Y−1 − tr[(D˙−1,λ3Ω−1) + (φC1 +D1)Ω˙−λ3 ],
H∗λ1λ1 =− 1σ2v Y
′W ′1Ω−1W1Y − tr[(φC˙λ1 + D˙λ1)Ω−1W1],
H∗λ1λ2 =− 1σ2v Y




e′(θ)Ω˙−λ3W1Y − tr{[D˙λ3Ω−1 + (φC+D)Ω˙−λ3 ]W1},
H∗λ2λ2 =− 1σ2v Y




e′(θ)Ω˙−λ3W2Y−1 − tr{[D˙−1λ3Ω−1 + (φC1 +D1)Ω˙−λ3 ]W2},
H∗λ3λ3 =− 12σ2v e
′(θ)Ω¨−λ3e(θ) − 12 tr(Ω˙−λ3Ω˙λ3 +Ω−1Ω¨λ3),
where C˙ω = ∂C∂ω , D˙ω =
∂D
∂ω , C˙−1,ω =
∂C−1
∂ω , D˙−1,ω =
∂D−1
∂ω , for ω = ρ, λ1, λ2, λ3, and these expressions

























−1(JT ⊗ In)Ω−1, Ω¨−φ =
∂Ω˙−1φ
∂φ = 2Ω




= 2Ω−1Ω˙λ3Ω−1(JT ⊗ In)Ω−1.
It is easy to show that 1nT H
∗
SDPD(ψ0) = Op(1) by Lemma A.1 and the model assumptions.
Thus, 1nT H
∗
SDPD(ψ¯) = Op(1) because ψ¯ − ψ0 = op(1) which is implied by ψˆM p−→ ψ0. As
σ¯2










v0, ρ¯, λ¯, φ) + op(1).




H∗SDPD(β¯, σ2v0, ρ¯, λ¯, φ¯)−H∗SDPD(ψ0)
] p−→ 0.
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Writing e(θ) = e − (λ1 − λ10)W1Y − (ρ− ρ0)Y−1 − (λ2 − λ20)W2Y−1 −X(β − β0), and
by the expressions for Y and Y−1 given in Lemma 2.2, we see that all the random elements
of H∗SDPD(ψ) can be written as linear combinations of terms:
quadratic in e : ( −0)j(ω − ω0)ke′AG(φ, λ3)Be,
quadratic in y0 : ( −0)j(ω − ω0)ky′0AG(φ, λ3)By0,
linear in e : ( −0)je′AG(φ, λ3)BZ,
linear in y0 : ( −0)jy′0AG(φ, λ3)BZ,
bylinear in e and y0 : ( −0)j(ω − ω0)ke′AG(φ, λ3)By0,
for j, k = 0, 1, , ω = ρ, λ1, λ2, where A and B denote generically nT × nT nonstochastic
matrices, and Z generically nT × d nonstochastic vector or matrices, free from parameters;
and G(φ, λ3) can be Ω−1, Ω˙−λ3, Ω¨
−
λ3
, Ω˙−φ , Ω¨
−




Take a typical quadratic term of e, e′AG(φ, λ3)Be, for example. Letting (λ∗3, φ∗) be
between (λ¯3, φ¯) and (λ30, φ0), we have by MVT,
1
nT [e
′AG(λ¯3, φ¯)Be− e′AG(λ30, φ0)Be] = φ¯−φ0nT e′AG˙φ∗Be + λ¯3−λ0nT e′AG˙λ∗3Be,
where G˙φ and G˙λ3 are the partial derivatives of G evaluated at (λ
∗
3, φ
∗). From the expres-
sion of the Hessian matrix given earlier, we see that G depends on λ3 and φ, and is the
multiplications and linear combinations of matrices Ω−1, B−13 and W3. Therefore, its partial
derivatives evaluated at (λ3, φ) are the multiplications and linear combinations of Ω−1(λ3, φ),
B−13 (λ3) and W3, and hence are uniformly bounded in both row and column sums for (λ3, φ)
in a neighborhood of (λ30, φ0). Recall that e = ε + B−10 v. By applying Lemma A.4 (i)
and using the consistency of ψˆM, we have 1nT [e
′AG(λ¯3, φ¯)Be − e′AG(λ30, φ0)Be] p−→ 0. The
convergence of all other terms can be shown similarly by using Lemma A.4, Assumption F,
and the consistency of the M -estimator.
It left to show that all the ‘trace’ terms in 1nT
[
H∗SDPD(β¯, σ2v0, ρ¯, λ¯, φ¯)−H∗SDPD(ψ0)
]
are op(1).
For example, let (φ∗, ρ∗, λ∗) be between (φ¯, ρ¯, λ¯) and (φ0, ρ0, λ0). By MVT,
1
nT {tr[E˙−1,ρ(φ¯, ρ¯, λ¯)Ω−1(φ¯, λ¯3)]− tr[E˙−1,ρ(φ0, ρ0, λ0)Ω−1(φ0, λ30)]}
= φ¯−φ0nT tr[φ
























−1,ρ, r = φ, ρ, λ1, λ2, λ3 ,are the partial derivatives of E˙ρ evaluated at (φ
∗, ρ∗, λ∗).
Consider w.l.o.g. T = 2. Recall the expression of E and the deﬁnitions of C and D, we have,









BB−11 (B′3B3)−1, BB−11 (B′3B3)−1
)
,














This shows that elements of E and Eρ are linear combinations of multiplications of the ma-
tricies W1, B−11 , B2 and B
−1
3 . Therefore, E¨
r
−1,ρ have elements being the linear combinations
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of W1, W2,W3, B−11 (λ1), B2(ρ, λ2),and B
−1
3 (λ3) and hence are uniformly bounded in both row
and column sums for (ρ, λ) in the neighborhood of (ρ0, λ0) by Lemmas A.1 and A.2. Therefore,




is Op(1). So, (b) is proved.
Proof of (c). By Lemma 2.2 and the deﬁnition of e, elements of Hessian matrix can
be written as linear combinations of quadratic and linear terms of v and ε, quadratic and
linear terms of y0, bilinear terms of v and y0, ε and y0, v and ε. Thus, the results follow by
repeatedly applying Lemma A.1, Lemma A.4, and Assumption F. 
Appendix C: Proofs for Section 3
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The result (3.7) is obvious. To show (3.8), write gΨi deﬁned in











E(gΨi gΨj) = E[(Q1i + Q2i)(Q1j + Q2j)]. Deﬁned above (3.3), b′i and w
′
it are the ith row of
B−13 and (Ψ
∗l
t+ +Ψ∗ut+). Thus, ξit = w′ity
∗
0 and eit = εi + b
′













































where the double summation part vanishes, as for i 
= j and t 
= s, e′itΨ∗ii,t+y∗0i and e′jsΨ∗jj,s+y∗0j
(respectively measurable-(εi, vt, Vm) and (εj, vs, Vm)) are conditionally independent given Vm.






























where 1i denotes an n×1 vector of element 1 at the ith position and zero elsewhere. Summariz-















More generally, for Ψr and Ψν , r, ν = 1, 2, 3, we have,















which is the result (3.8) in Lemma 3.1.
To show (3.9), ﬁrst note that, for n× 1 vectors a, b, c, and d:
E[(a′vt)(b′vt)(c′vt)(d′vt)] = (μ(4)v0 −3σ4v0)(ab)′(cd)+σ4v0[(a′b)(c′d)+(a′c)(b′d)+(a′d)(b′c)],
where  denotes the Hadamard product, and μ(4)v0 is the 4th moment of vit. Immediately
following this result we have:
E[(a′vt)2(b′vt)2] = (μ(4)v0 − 3σ4v0)(a a)′(b b) + σ4v0[(a′a)(b′b) + 2(a′b)2].























































































































t=1(bi  ci,tt)′(bj  cj,tt),




3 . Further let aji,ts be the ith









































t=1[(bi  c∗i,tt)′(bj  c∗j,tt)].









































t=1[(bi  c∗ri,tt)′(bj  c∗νj,tt)].




jtejt = Pi and write gΦi = Q1i + Q2i, where Qr, r =





t=1 Φii,tt(bi  bi)′bjΠ′jt, E(Q2iPj) = μ(3)v0
∑T
t=1(bi  ci,tt)′bjΠ′jt.





Proof of (3.10) is similar. Write gΨi = Q1i + Q2i and gΠi = Pi. Then E(gΨig′Πj) =












































itξit. Then E(gΦigΨj) = E[(Q1i +
26
































































Summarizing the above and simplifying give the result (3.12). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, the result Σ∗SDPD(ψˆM)−Σ∗SDPD(ψ0)
p−→ 0 is implied by the
result (b) in the proof of Theorem 2.2. To show Γ̂∗SDPD− Γ∗SDPD(ψ0)
p−→ 0, for the single sum-
















p−→ 0. The proof of the former is straightforward by MVT. We
focus on the proof of the latter result. As the elements of S∗SDPD(ψ0) are mixtures of terms of
the forms Π′e =
∑n
i=1 gΠi, e
′Ψy0 − E(e′Ψy0) =
∑n
i=1 gΨi, and e
′Φe − E(e′Φe) = ∑ni=1 gΦi,






ri − E(gkig′ri)] = op(1), for gki, gri = gΠi, gΨi, gΦi. (C.2)





t=1 Πit(εi + b
′





t=1 Πit and vi =
∑T







] ≡ U1 + U2 + U3,







































i+. Given Assumption B and that the elements of Πit are uniformly
bounded for each t, Var(U1) = o(1). Hence U1
p−→ 0 by Chebyshev’s inequality.








t=1 ε′Θtvt, where Θt = diag(Π+)diag(Πt)B−13 ,
and is uniformly bounded in either row or column sum. Then U2
p−→ 0, by Lemma A.4 (vii)















































Denote Ats = B−13 diag(Πt)diag(Πs)B
′−1
3 . As t is ﬁxed and the elements of Πt are uniformly
bounded, one can easily show that 1n [v
′
sAtsvs−E(v′tAtsvs)]
p−→ 0 by applying Lemma A.4 (v)
for the case of t = s, and Lemma A.4 (vii) for the case of t 
















t=1 eitϕit−dΦi, recall eit = εi+b′ivt, e∗it = Φii,t+εi+b′iv∗it
where v∗it =
∑T






i,tsvs. Some algebra leads to













it being the ith row of some non-stochastic matrix uniformly











where Ai,ts = Φii,ts(bib′i) + (bic
′
i,ts); ki are uniformly bounded scalar constants, bi is deﬁned
as before, and r′i and q
′
it represent ith row of some non-stochastic lower triangular matrices
which are uniformly bounded in either row or column sums. Noticing that the terms in (C.4)




































































































































Each of the ﬁfteen terms above is or can be written as the sum of a MD array, and thus the
weak law of large numbers (WLLN) for a MD array, i.e., Theorem 19.7 of Davidson (1994,
p.299), can be applied to prove its convergence in probability to zero. Details are as follows.






i − μ(4)ε0 ) + 2σ2ε(ε2i − σ2ε0)] =
∑n
i=1 Hni. As
Hni are independent across i and {ki} are uniformly bounded, the conditions for WLLN for
a MD array of Davidson can easily be veriﬁed and thus U1
p−→ 0.












i=1 Hni. Let Gni
be the increasing σ-ﬁeld generated by (v, ε1, . . . , εi). Notice that E(Hni|Gn,i−1) = 0. Thus
{Hni, Gni} form a MD array. It is easy to show that E|H1+n,i | ≤ Kh < ∞, for some  > 0.








v0{(μ(4)ε0 − 3σ4ε0)(ri ri)′(qit qit)+σ4ε0[(r′iri)(q′itqit)+
2(r′iqit)
2]}, which is bounded by Lemma A.1. Thus, {Hni} is uniformly integrable. The




p−→ 0. The proofs of the terms U11, U12, and U13 proceed similarly.



















i=1 V2n,i. As ki and μui are uniformly
bounded, we immediately have 2nT
∑n
i=1 V2n,i
p−→ 0 by invoking Kolmogorov’s law of large
numbers (LLN). For V1n,i, ﬁrst we notice that ui is independent of εi for all i. Let Fni be
sigma ﬁeld generated by (ui, ε1, . . . , εi), then E(V1n,i|Fn,i−1) = 0. So, {V1n,i,Fn,i} form a MD
28
array. Now, E(V 21n,i) = E(ε
2

































itt,jj ≤ tr(Ai,ttA′i,tt). Recall that Ai,ts =
Φii,ts(bib′i) + (bic
′










are uniformly bounded in both row and column sums at true parameter values. Similarly we
have tr(Ai,tsA′i,ts) = O(1) and tr(Ai,tsAi,st) = O(1). Therefore, the condition, E(|V1n,i|1+) <
Kv < ∞ for some  > 0, is satisﬁed. With constant coeﬃcients 1nT , the other two conditions
of WLLN for MD array of Davidson are satisﬁed. So we have 2nT
∑n
i=1 V1n,i
p−→ 0 and thus,
U8
p−→ 0. The proofs of convergence of U2, U5 and U15 are similar as that of U8.
















ij]. Similarly, the ﬁrst term is the average of a MD array and its convergence follows
from Davidson’s WLLN for MD array. Letting n× n matrix r = (r1, . . . , rn)(r1, . . . , rn)′, the
second term becomes 1nT σ
2
v0[ε




′rε− E(ε′rε)] p−→ 0. So, we have U3 p−→ 0.
Next, deﬁne n×1 vectors plit = (p1t, . . . , pi−1,t, 0, . . . , 0)′, and puit = (0, . . . , 0, pit, . . . , pnt, )′.
























Gn,i−1 measurable, and the second term is the average of n independent terms. Conditions
of Theorem 19.7 of Davidson (1994) are easily veriﬁed and hence U9
p−→ 0. Convergence of
U6 and U10 can be proved similarly as the ﬁrst term of U9.

















































iε). The convergence of the second term follows immediately from
Lemma A.4 (vi). For the ﬁrst term, let Hn,i = ki(ε3i −μ3ε0)(r′iε). As (r′iε) is Gn,i−1 measurable,
E(Hn,i|Gn,i−1) = 0. Therefore {Hn,i, Gn,i} form a MD array and E|H1+n,i | ≤ Kv < ∞, for some





p−→ 0, leading to 2nT
∑n
i=1 V1n,i
p−→ 0. It is easy to see that 2nT σ2ε
∑n
i=1 V2n,i
is the average of a MD array and its convergence follows from Davidson’s WLLN for MD
arrays, and therefore we have U7
p−→ 0.
Lastly, for the 4th term, we haveU4 = 1nT
∑n







i=1 μui(ui−μui). The convergence of the second term follows from Lemma A.4.






tAi,tsvs)2 can be written as a sum of four types of

























tAi,tsvs. By the independence between vl




















j=1 vljϕlj. Therefore we have average of
n uncorrelated terms. It is easy to verify that the conditions of WLLN for MD array of
29

















each t and s, we can write 1nT
∑n
i=1[uituis − E(uit)E(uis)] = 1nT
∑n


























































jt − E(vjtv∗jt)) + 1nT
∑n
j=1 vjtξjt,












i,tt)]vt. Clearly, the ﬁrst term
is the average of n independent terms, and the second term is the average of an MD array
as ξjt is Gn,j−1-measurable and {vjtξjt, Gn,j} form an MD array. Conditions of Theorem
19.7 of Davidson(1994) are easily veriﬁed and hence 1nT
∑n
i=1 V1n,i

























































tξt. Therefore, similar to the proof of the second type of terms,
we have 1nT
∑n
i=1[H3,ni − EH(3, ni)]
p−→ 0.















2, where v∗it =




































































p−→ 0. Now, 1nT
∑n






















































The ﬁrst term and third term can be proved by WLLN for MD arrays as ξi,j is Gn,j−1
measurable and the third term is average of n uncorrelated terms. Let a′i,j be the j th row of
Ali,tt + A
u′
i,tt. Then, ξi,j = a
′





















Combining these results, we have U4 = op(1). We have proved that each of Ur
p−→ 0 for














































































As the terms contained in (C.6) are similar to the terms contained (C.5), we skip the proofs.
30








t=1 eitξit − dΨi, recall ξit = w′ity∗0 and
y∗0 = η
∗
m + ε+ V
∗
m. Some algebra lead to
gΨi = εihi + Ψ∗ii+(ε
2






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































As V ∗m is independent of ε and vt, and η∗m is exogenous. The terms in (C.8)-(C.10) are similar
to those in (C.5), and therefore their convergence is proved similarly. These complete the
prove of convergence in the single summation part of Theorem 3.1.


















j=1,j =i[Υ˜ij −Υij ]
p−→ 0,
where Υ˜ij is Υij with E(·) corresponding to y∗0 being removed. As each element of Υij is
a linear combination of the terms speciﬁed in Lemma 3.1. So, we only need to prove the
consistency of those terms. Also, as T is ﬁxed, the proof can be done with a ﬁxed t and s.











enters linearly and σˆ2v is consistent, and as this term does not involve y
∗










p−→ 0, for each t = 1, . . . , T.













j =i(ΠˆitΠˆjt −ΠitΠjt)(b′ibj) ≡ Qt0,1 + Qt0,2.



































3W3)Bλ∗3 , with λ
∗
3 lying between λˆ3 and λ30. Then, by Lem-














]2 ≤ 1n(λˆ3 − λ30)2tr(B˙λ∗3 B˙′λ∗3) = op(1). Therefore, Qt0,1 p−→ 0.


























j =i(ΠˆitΠˆjt − ΠitΠjt)2 = op(1) by the
consistency of the estimator, and Lemmas A.1 and A.2. Next, by Assumption E(iii) and













ij ≤ 1ntr(BB′) = O(1), and thus
Qt0,2
p−→ 0. Therefore, Qt0 = Qt0,1 + Qt0,2
p−→ 0.






































































































































































Qts = BΦ∗ts and Qts,ij be its (i, j)th element. By MVT, we have Qˆst −Qst = Q˙st(δ∗)(δˆ − δ),
where Q˙st(δ∗) = ∂∂δ′Qst(δ
∗), and δ∗ lies between δˆ and δ elementwise. Then, by Lemmas A.1



































ts,ij ≤ 1n tr(QtsQ′ts) = O(1) by Assumption
E(iii) and Lemma A(?). Thus, Qt1,1




























2 . By MVT, Assumption





























p−→ 0. The results Qtr
p−→ 0, r = 2, . . . , 5, can be proved in a similar manner.
To prove Qt6
p−→ 0, let Qtt = B−13  Φ∗ttB−13 , q′i be its ith row, and qij be its (i, j)th















i − q′i)qˆj ≡ Qt6,1 + Qt6,2.
By MVT, Qˆtt − Qtt = Q˙tt(δ∗)(δˆ − δ), where Q˙tt(δ∗) = ∂∂δ′Qtt(δ∗), and δ∗ lies between δˆ
and δ elementwise. By Lemmas A.1 and A.2, it can be easily seen that Q˙tt(δ∗) is uniformly
bounded in either row or column sum. Let q˙′i be the i th row of Q˙tt(δ

























j=1 |q˙jm| = 1n(δˆ − δ)c1nc2 = op(1). The convergence of Qt6,2 proceeds
similarly as the ﬁrst term. Therefore, Qt6
p−→ 0.












νj,t) from Lemma 3.1, and


































j =i[(bˆi  cˆ∗i,tt)′bˆjπˆj,t − (bi  c∗i,tt)′bjπj,t]
p−→ 0.


















































































j =i[(bˆi  cˆ∗i,tt)′bˆj(ξˆ∗j,t)− (bi  c∗i,tt)′bj(ξ∗j,t)]
p−→ 0.
All the terms in (iii)-(vi) are similar to the terms in (i) and (ii), and therefore their
convergence in probability to zero is proved similarly to that of the terms in (i) and (ii).
Proof of (b): The proofs for the terms not involving y∗0 are trivial. We focus on the































j =i[(bi  c∗i,tt)′bj][ξ∗j,t − E(ξ∗j,t)]
p−→ 0.






it is the ith row of Ψ
∗






m + ε. We have
ξ∗j,t − E(ξ∗j,t) = w∗′it(V ∗m + ε). The convergence of Rt2 and Rt3 thus follow by Assumption
F(ii), Lemma A.4(vi) and Lemma A.6(ii). To show Rt1
p−→ 0, note that Ψ∗t = ΨtKm,
and y∗0 = K
−1





























0Aty0, where At = Ψ
′
tBΨt −
Ψ′tdiag(B)Ψt, and B = (B′3B3)
−1. Clearly, At is bounded in both row and column sums by




0Aty0 − E(y′0Aty0)] = op(1), by
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Table 1. Empirical Mean(sd)[se] of CQMLE and M -Estimator, DGP1, T = 3, m = 10
W1 = W3: Queen Contiguity; W2: Group Interaction
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est
50 1 .8634(.417) 1.0514(.428)[.372] .8819(.398) 1.0673(.411)[.376] .8615(.394) 1.0472(.412)[.371]
.26 .3213(.270) .2599(.263)[.232] .3083(.272) .2475(.266)[.232] .3240(.260) .2623(.254)[.228]
.23 .2577(.260) .2317(.251)[.228] .2498(.261) .2242(.253)[.227] .2604(.260) .2345(.251)[.227]
1 .9993(.053) 1.0028(.052)[.050] .9979(.054) 1.0012(.053)[.050] .9994(.053) 1.0028(.052)[.050]
1 .9146(.319) .9964(.339)[.322] .9250(.311) 1.0070(.331)[.320] .9113(.313) .9922(.332)[.320]
1 .8564(.163) .9947(.153)[.136] .8538(.166) .9912(.156)[.137] .8501(.167) .9866(.157)[.136]
1 .9948(.163) .9397(.147)[.135] 1.0081(.261) .9524(.242)[.205] 1.0038(.235) .9489(.216)[.188]
1 .7614(.374) .9923(.432)[.374] .7745(.424) 1.0027(.485)[.397] .7740(.422) 1.0007(.486)[.390]
.3 .3530(.055) .2995(.050)[.043] .3547(.055) .3016(.050)[.043] .3543(.055) .3015(.051)[.043]
.2 .1887(.052) .1933(.053)[.049] .1859(.050) .1904(.051)[.049] .1884(.053) .1931(.054)[.049]
.2 .1927(.039) .1970(.040)[.037] .1911(.039) .1955(.040)[.037] .1906(.039) .1947(.039)[.036]
.2 .1014(.182) .0957(.184)[.169] .0983(.183) .0928(.188)[.165] .1059(.174) .0994(.177)[.165]
100 1 .8798(.269) 1.0172(.279)[.270] .8851(.274) 1.0227(.284)[.271] .8902(.274) 1.0275(.285)[.267]
-.44 -.3924(.192) -.4432(.186)[.176] -.3972(.187) -.4479(.182)[.176] -.4017(.194) -.4522(.188)[.173]
.33 .3991(.197) .3308(.189)[.179] .4033(.195) .3346(.187)[.179] .3986(.197) .3303(.190)[.175]
1 1.0006(.036) 1.0001(.035)[.035] .9996(.036) .9991(.036)[.035] 1.0011(.036) 1.0004(.036)[.035]
1 .9189(.224) .9966(.237)[.230] .9160(.217) .9929(.229)[.231] .9213(.220) .9985(.232)[.230]
1 .8425(.117) .9940(.106)[.099] .8489(.119) 1.0000(.109)[.100] .8465(.118) .9974(.107)[.100]
1 1.0350(.117) .9792(.105)[.100] 1.0389(.188) .9825(.170)[.155] 1.0336(.171) .9776(.156)[.143]
1 .7552(.254) .9813(.295)[.259] .7701(.284) .9958(.322)[.284] .7660(.278) .9913(.315)[.280]
.3 .3547(.037) .3014(.033)[.030] .3532(.037) .3001(.033)[.030] .3535(.037) .3004(.033)[.030]
.2 .1851(.025) .1979(.026)[.025] .1849(.026) .1977(.027)[.025] .1846(.026) .1974(.027)[.025]
.2 .1908(.028) .1980(.029)[.028] .1909(.027) .1980(.028)[.028] .1892(.028) .1963(.029)[.028]
.2 .1648(.118) .1521(.121)[.116] .1650(.118) .1511(.120)[.114] .1621(.117) .1498(.120)[.114]
200 1 .9030(.207) 1.0226(.217)[.213] .9003(.206) 1.0193(.216)[.213] .9007(.206) 1.0201(.218)[.213]
-.25 -.2330(.136) -.2578(.132)[.131] -.2248(.139) -.2498(.135)[.130] -.2240(.138) -.2493(.135)[.130]
.30 .3411(.135) .2996(.130)[.126] .3400(.133) .2989(.129)[.125] .3419(.134) .3005(.129)[.125]
1 .9994(.025) 1.0007(.025)[.025] .9989(.026) 1.0003(.026)[.025] .9996(.025) 1.0010(.025)[.025]
1 .9250(.160) .9969(.171)[.167] .9290(.156) 1.0005(.167)[.167] .9265(.160) .9983(.172)[.167]
1 .8292(.086) .9963(.078)[.072] .8326(.086) .9979(.077)[.073] .8328(.087) .9993(.078)[.072]
1 1.0502(.085) .9872(.075)[.072] 1.0458(.129) .9838(.116)[.113] 1.0523(.122) .9893(.109)[.105]
1 .7383(.179) .9919(.208)[.190] .7528(.196) 1.0044(.227)[.207] .7438(.184) .9961(.210)[.203]
.3 .3608(.028) .3010(.024)[.022] .3595(.028) .3003(.024)[.023] .3594(.028) .2998(.024)[.023]
.2 .1859(.022) .1979(.023)[.023] .1866(.022) .1984(.023)[.023] .1862(.023) .1981(.023)[.023]
.2 .1846(.023) .1974(.023)[.022] .1847(.022) .1973(.023)[.022] .1854(.022) .1982(.023)[.022]
.2 .1861(.083) .1761(.085)[.084] .1854(.084) .1754(.086)[.083] .1873(.085) .1775(.087)[.083]
400 1 .8942(.155) 1.0108(.160)[.158] .8917(.151) 1.0085(.157)[.158] .8946(.153) 1.0114(.160)[.157]
-.21 -.1986(.093) -.2091(.090)[.088] -.1938(.092) -.2045(.089)[.088] -.1969(.090) -.2076(.087)[.088]
.42 .4432(.095) .4170(.091)[.088] .4485(.094) .4222(.090)[.088] .4428(.091) .4167(.087)[.088]
1 .9995(.019) .9995(.019)[.019] 1.0002(.019) 1.0001(.019)[.019] 1.0007(.019) 1.0006(.018)[.019]
1 .9231(.110) 1.0016(.118)[.117] .9166(.112) .9947(.119)[.117] .9204(.113) .9987(.120)[.117]
1 .8415(.061) 1.0001(.054)[.051] .8394(.061) .9982(.055)[.052] .8388(.061) .9976(.055)[.052]
1 1.0532(.060) .9946(.054)[.051] 1.0538(.094) .9948(.085)[.082] 1.0538(.088) .9950(.080)[.075]
1 .7564(.122) .9954(.140)[.133] .7607(.143) 1.0013(.163)[.148] .7593(.141) .9989(.160)[.144]
.3 .3561(.019) .3000(.017)[.015] .3565(.019) .3004(.017)[.016] .3566(.019) .3005(.017)[.016]
.2 .1837(.014) .1995(.015)[.014] .1836(.014) .1995(.014)[.014] .1831(.014) .1989(.014)[.014]
.2 .1889(.021) .1986(.021)[.021] .1885(.020) .1983(.021)[.021] .1890(.021) .1988(.021)[.021]
.2 .2031(.059) .1870(.060)[.059] .2050(.059) .1886(.061)[.059] .2028(.059) .1870(.061)[.059]
Note: ψ = (α′, β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ
′)′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 2. Empirical Mean(sd)[se] of CQMLE and M -Estimator, DGP1, T = 3, m = 10
W1 = W2 = W3: Group Interaction
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est
50 1 .8959(.340) 1.0452(.355)[.310] .9057(.335) 1.0545(.350)[.315] .8792(.329) 1.0277(.344)[.309]
.30 .3776(.294) .2918(.282)[.248] .3677(.295) .2820(.284)[.255] .3885(.290) .3022(.277)[.247]
.24 .2781(.269) .2393(.255)[.234] .2648(.272) .2264(.259)[.237] .2807(.273) .2418(.258)[.235]
1 .9920(.058) .9982(.057)[.054] .9943(.057) 1.0003(.057)[.056] .9937(.059) .9999(.058)[.054]
1 .8928(.323) .9849(.343)[.324] .9059(.315) 1.0008(.333)[.326] .8992(.327) .9931(.349)[.322]
1 .8579(.161) 1.0003(.155)[.139] .8465(.162) .9906(.154)[.142] .8442(.168) .9866(.160)[.136]
1 .9859(.162) .9295(.150)[.139] 1.0016(.264) .9422(.240)[.208] .9974(.241) .9396(.222)[.186]
1 .7696(.378) 1.0209(.449)[.388] .7750(.422) 1.0248(.491)[.410] .7778(.433) 1.0268(.503)[.407]
.3 .3580(.056) .3006(.053)[.045] .3609(.056) .3031(.051)[.047] .3611(.057) .3037(.053)[.044]
.2 .1754(.101) .1957(.096)[.090] .1721(.104) .1920(.098)[.099] .1722(.107) .1922(.102)[.092]
.2 .2003(.111) .1964(.100)[.096] .2007(.113) .1974(.102)[.104] .2020(.116) .1985(.106)[.097]
.2 .1124(.206) .0965(.201)[.180] .1141(.209) .0985(.204)[.180] .1164(.204) .1009(.199)[.176]
100 1 1.0010(.236) 1.0155(.232)[.218] .9966(.231) 1.0079(.225)[.230] .9981(.233) 1.0120(.229)[.232]
-.47 -.5815(.282) -.4764(.254)[.243] -.5891(.285) -.4809(.257)[.262] -.5913(.276) -.4857(.252)[.281]
-.42 -.4808(.236) -.4301(.213)[.198] -.4890(.236) -.4362(.213)[.211] -.4823(.236) -.4318(.214)[.216]
1 .9933(.040) .9987(.039)[.038] .9929(.040) .9986(.039)[.040] .9926(.039) .9981(.038)[.041]
1 .9001(.227) .9898(.244)[.236] .9153(.224) 1.0070(.242)[.238] .9068(.222) .9971(.238)[.237]
1 .8294(.121) .9959(.111)[.102] .8335(.120) .9990(.111)[.103] .8318(.124) .9978(.113)[.105]
1 1.0292(.118) .9678(.104)[.100] 1.0280(.185) .9674(.167)[.155] 1.0259(.171) .9646(.153)[.146]
1 .7447(.257) 1.0020(.303)[.270] .7651(.287) 1.0231(.337)[.294] .7612(.286) 1.0204(.333)[.290]
.3 .3633(.039) .3017(.035)[.032] .3623(.040) .3009(.036)[.033] .3631(.041) .3017(.037)[.035]
.2 .1433(.121) .1957(.108)[.109] .1369(.127) .1914(.113)[.122] .1365(.122) .1893(.111)[.131]
.2 .2254(.120) .1996(.105)[.108] .2322(.125) .2040(.109)[.119] .2328(.122) .2065(.108)[.128]
.2 .1725(.178) .1228(.176)[.178] .1791(.186) .1274(.184)[.180] .1868(.171) .1374(.172)[.183]
200 1 .8902(.157) 1.0022(.161)[.157] .8967(.157) 1.0087(.162)[.157] .8924(.152) 1.0048(.159)[.156]
.14 .1524(.131) .1426(.127)[.121] .1493(.132) .1394(.128)[.120] .1535(.130) .1435(.126)[.121]
.35 .3631(.137) .3517(.132)[.123] .3586(.135) .3472(.131)[.123] .3576(.135) .3464(.130)[.123]
1 .9959(.028) .9999(.028)[.027] .9962(.028) 1.0002(.027)[.027] .9951(.028) .9990(.028)[.027]
1 .9104(.156) .9972(.165)[.165] .9095(.160) .9958(.170)[.166] .9103(.158) .9977(.167)[.165]
1 .8464(.081) .9990(.073)[.070] .8493(.082) 1.0016(.074)[.070] .8450(.082) .9982(.074)[.070]
1 1.0399(.081) .9829(.073)[.071] 1.0414(.131) .9838(.118)[.113] 1.0462(.119) .9881(.107)[.105]
1 .7680(.179) 1.0045(.207)[.189] .7779(.196) 1.0157(.221)[.209] .7609(.188) .9969(.214)[.202]
.3 .3561(.027) .3004(.024)[.022] .3549(.027) .2993(.024)[.022] .3566(.027) .3007(.024)[.022]
.2 .1854(.066) .1996(.064)[.065] .1854(.068) .2000(.066)[.065] .1841(.069) .1983(.067)[.065]
.2 .1847(.069) .1993(.065)[.066] .1853(.070) .1995(.066)[.066] .1856(.072) .2003(.068)[.066]
.2 .1537(.131) .1464(.129)[.126] .1516(.137) .1431(.135)[.127] .1507(.135) .1430(.133)[.126]
400 1 .9001(.124) 1.0059(.128)[.123] .8973(.125) 1.0030(.128)[.122] .9042(.120) 1.0098(.125)[.121]
.32 .3528(.101) .3250(.096)[.096] .3526(.102) .3248(.097)[.096] .3513(.104) .3237(.099)[.095]
-.09 -.0897(.094) -.0849(.089)[.087] -.0887(.093) -.0839(.089)[.086] -.0906(.094) -.0857(.090)[.086]
1 .9974(.019) 1.0001(.018)[.018] .9970(.019) .9995(.019)[.018] .9978(.019) 1.0003(.018)[.018]
1 .9265(.110) 1.0015(.117)[.118] .9231(.113) .9980(.120)[.117] .9215(.112) .9960(.119)[.117]
1 .8621(.055) 1.0013(.050)[.049] .8609(.056) 1.0002(.052)[.049] .8600(.056) .9989(.051)[.049]
1 1.0431(.057) .9917(.051)[.051] 1.0466(.089) .9950(.081)[.082] 1.0439(.086) .9927(.079)[.075]
1 .7907(.118) 1.0066(.134)[.133] .7887(.136) 1.0039(.153)[.146] .7901(.137) 1.0039(.155)[.142]
.3 .3494(.017) .2994(.015)[.015] .3500(.018) .3000(.016)[.015] .3500(.017) .3002(.016)[.015]
.2 .1744(.061) .1971(.058)[.059] .1742(.061) .1969(.057)[.059] .1762(.062) .1985(.059)[.058]
.2 .2019(.061) .2020(.057)[.058] .2019(.061) .2020(.057)[.059] .1991(.063) .1996(.059)[.058]
.2 .1857(.108) .1672(.107)[.107] .1845(.109) .1660(.108)[.107] .1787(.108) .1603(.107)[.107]
Note: ψ = (α′, β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ
′)′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 3. Empirical Mean(sd)[se] of CQMLE and M -Estimator, DGP1, T = 3, m = 10
W1 = W3: Group Interaction; W2: Queen Contiguity
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est
50 1 .9775(.299) 1.0164(.309)[.288] .9880(.294) 1.0257(.303)[.287] .9727(.304) 1.0120(.314)[.287]
-.19 -.2419(.272) -.1893(.266)[.243] -.2520(.272) -.2007(.265)[.241] -.2375(.278) -.1860(.273)[.245]
-.10 -.1026(.256) -.0957(.249)[.231] -.1100(.257) -.1037(.250)[.230] -.0975(.262) -.0910(.255)[.232]
1 .9943(.048) .9997(.048)[.046] .9980(.049) 1.0027(.048)[.046] .9953(.051) 1.0010(.050)[.046]
1 .9061(.330) .9908(.345)[.327] .9110(.329) .9941(.343)[.326] .8988(.331) .9830(.346)[.326]
1 .8827(.141) .9956(.135)[.123] .8840(.147) .9953(.141)[.121] .8808(.143) .9930(.136)[.121]
1 .9896(.158) .9460(.146)[.136] .9960(.256) .9527(.240)[.205] .9971(.230) .9530(.214)[.189]
1 .7841(.351) .9654(.400)[.357] .8110(.416) .9896(.465)[.384] .7989(.411) .9800(.462)[.377]
.3 .3438(.046) .3017(.043)[.038] .3430(.048) .3014(.045)[.038] .3444(.047) .3030(.044)[.038]
.2 .1874(.026) .1970(.027)[.024] .1870(.027) .1966(.027)[.024] .1866(.027) .1960(.028)[.024]
.2 .1862(.037) .1962(.037)[.035] .1880(.037) .1980(.037)[.035] .1871(.038) .1970(.038)[.035]
.2 .1272(.152) .1226(.152)[.132] .1220(.157) .1170(.159)[.129] .1256(.151) .1210(.152)[.129]
100 1 .9101(.300) 1.0463(.311)[.289] .9060(.290) 1.0413(.300)[.288] .8845(.284) 1.0200(.296)[.288]
.44 .4569(.188) .4403(.183)[.169] .4560(.179) .4396(.175)[.170] .4598(.183) .4430(.178)[.169]
-.08 -.1073(.187) -.0813(.181)[.169] -.1010(.187) -.0757(.180)[.170] -.0953(.189) -.0700(.183)[.171]
1 .9971(.034) 1.0012(.034)[.033] .9970(.033) 1.0007(.033)[.033] .9966(.035) 1.0010(.035)[.033]
1 .9078(.225) .9974(.237)[.234] .9060(.232) .9950(.243)[.234] .9082(.228) .9970(.238)[.235]
1 .8677(.106) .9973(.099)[.092] .8690(.107) .9981(.098)[.092] .8688(.108) .9980(.099)[.092]
1 1.0233(.114) .9738(.104)[.099] 1.0300(.184) .9800(.169)[.154] 1.0236(.169) .9740(.156)[.143]
1 .7861(.257) .9922(.298)[.260] .7890(.282) .9916(.318)[.280] .7982(.277) 1.0050(.313)[.280]
.3 .3476(.035) .2999(.032)[.029] .3480(.034) .3008(.031)[.029] .3476(.036) .3000(.032)[.029]
.2 .1869(.025) .1970(.026)[.024] .1860(.024) .1957(.025)[.024] .1874(.024) .1970(.025)[.024]
.2 .1911(.030) .1968(.031)[.029] .1910(.030) .1972(.031)[.029] .1934(.031) .1990(.031)[.029]
.2 .1484(.117) .1454(.118)[.109] .1540(.117) .1509(.118)[.108] .1573(.116) .1540(.117)[.107]
200 1 .9001(.217) 1.0286(.224)[.213] .8980(.211) 1.0246(.218)[.213] .8933(.210) 1.0220(.218)[.212]
-.40 -.3976(.133) -.4101(.131)[.125] -.3980(.136) -.4100(.134)[.125] -.3927(.132) -.4050(.130)[.125]
.43 .4684(.133) .4271(.129)[.123] .4610(.133) .4204(.129)[.123] .4672(.128) .4260(.125)[.122]
1 .9969(.025) .9990(.025)[.025] .9980(.026) 1.0005(.026)[.025] .9981(.025) 1.0000(.025)[.025]
1 .9397(.167) .9963(.177)[.165] .9490(.157) 1.0061(.165)[.166] .9411(.165) .9980(.174)[.165]
1 .8763(.074) 1.0006(.068)[.066] .8770(.074) 1.0007(.069)[.067] .8731(.076) .9980(.071)[.067]
1 1.0339(.083) .9871(.075)[.071] 1.0280(.125) .9818(.116)[.112] 1.0342(.118) .9870(.108)[.104]
1 .7997(.178) .9956(.201)[.184] .8150(.197) 1.0109(.220)[.204] .8011(.185) .9980(.207)[.198]
.3 .3447(.023) .2997(.021)[.020] .3440(.023) .2991(.021)[.020] .3453(.024) .3000(.021)[.020]
.2 .1893(.028) .1950(.029)[.028] .1910(.029) .1962(.030)[.028] .1899(.028) .1960(.030)[.028]
.2 .1918(.020) .1987(.021)[.020] .1920(.021) .1986(.021)[.020] .1919(.021) .1990(.021)[.020]
.2 .1649(.095) .1626(.097)[.094] .1620(.100) .1600(.102)[.094] .1646(.095) .1620(.097)[.094]
400 1 .9113(.166) 1.0230(.174)[.169] .9070(.164) 1.0182(.172)[.169] .9083(.164) 1.0200(.173)[.168]
.18 .1762(.092) .1777(.089)[.086] .1740(.091) .1758(.088)[.086] .1725(.092) .1740(.089)[.086]
-.23 -.2411(.093) -.2256(.090)[.086] -.2420(.091) -.2261(.087)[.086] -.2430(.091) -.2280(.088)[.087]
1 .9961(.019) 1.0001(.019)[.018] .9970(.018) 1.0006(.018)[.018] .9961(.019) 1.0000(.019)[.018]
1 .9158(.108) .9956(.116)[.117] .9240(.110) 1.0036(.116)[.117] .9172(.109) .9970(.117)[.117]
1 .8380(.059) .9988(.053)[.051] .8380(.059) .9987(.053)[.051] .8396(.062) 1.0000(.056)[.051]
1 1.0550(.059) .9945(.053)[.051] 1.0530(.092) .9922(.083)[.082] 1.0535(.087) .9930(.078)[.075]
1 .7505(.121) .9963(.141)[.134] .7570(.138) 1.0027(.158)[.148] .7544(.135) 1.0000(.155)[.145]
.3 .3582(.019) .3003(.016)[.016] .3580(.019) .3004(.016)[.016] .3580(.020) .3000(.017)[.016]
.2 .1839(.021) .1970(.022)[.021] .1840(.021) .1968(.022)[.021] .1841(.021) .1970(.022)[.021]
.2 .1865(.013) .1991(.014)[.014] .1870(.013) .1991(.014)[.014] .1870(.013) .2000(.014)[.014]
.2 .1816(.079) .1736(.080)[.077] .1810(.079) .1727(.081)[.076] .1839(.080) .1760(.082)[.076]
Note: ψ = (α′, β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ
′)′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 4. Empirical Mean(sd)[se] of CQMLE and M -Estimator, DGP2, T = 3, m = 10
W1 = W3: Queen Contiguity; W2: Group Interaction
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est
50 1 .8245(.541) 1.0988(.529)[.481] .8562(.531) 1.1262(.522)[.486] .8320(.541) 1.1044(.534)[.483]
.26 .3172(.272) .2533(.269)[.238] .3027(.276) .2393(.274)[.239] .3194(.266) .2550(.262)[.236]
.23 .2532(.256) .2302(.252)[.230] .2453(.259) .2221(.255)[.229] .2568(.258) .2336(.253)[.229]
1 .9788(.047) 1.0008(.045)[.042] .9776(.047) .9995(.045)[.042] .9770(.047) .9989(.046)[.042]
1 .9360(.321) .9998(.335)[.325] .9474(.315) 1.0108(.330)[.323] .9301(.314) .9931(.329)[.322]
1 .9706(.153) .9371(.144)[.134] .9825(.248) .9487(.236)[.203] .9801(.223) .9470(.213)[.187]
1 .8608(.373) 1.0237(.424)[.371] .8748(.419) 1.0366(.474)[.398] .8732(.416) 1.0323(.469)[.392]
.3 .3331(.042) .2970(.040)[.035] .3342(.041) .2984(.039)[.036] .3335(.041) .2977(.040)[.035]
.2 .2034(.076) .1886(.075)[.067] .1991(.072) .1844(.072)[.067] .2028(.076) .1882(.075)[.068]
.2 .2043(.061) .1943(.059)[.055] .2020(.061) .1925(.059)[.055] .2017(.061) .1916(.058)[.055]
.2 .0817(.194) .0949(.192)[.175] .0820(.191) .0949(.191)[.171] .0875(.183) .0997(.182)[.170]
100 1 .9179(.371) 1.0566(.367)[.362] .9060(.380) 1.0455(.378)[.362] .9363(.389) 1.0747(.386)[.361]
-.44 -.4017(.202) -.4535(.197)[.187] -.4042(.202) -.4563(.197)[.187] -.4109(.207) -.4626(.201)[.184]
.33 .3945(.203) .3244(.197)[.187] .4008(.202) .3299(.197)[.186] .3983(.199) .3276(.194)[.184]
1 .9794(.032) .9989(.031)[.030] .9794(.032) .9990(.031)[.030] .9794(.032) .9989(.031)[.029]
1 .9559(.226) .9977(.234)[.229] .9667(.221) 1.0091(.229)[.230] .9576(.229) .9994(.237)[.229]
1 1.0017(.107) .9739(.103)[.098] 1.0127(.175) .9841(.168)[.155] 1.0059(.161) .9777(.154)[.143]
1 .8693(.244) .9963(.276)[.252] .8771(.279) 1.0056(.310)[.278] .8736(.267) 1.0011(.298)[.272]
.3 .3289(.026) .2995(.025)[.023] .3287(.026) .2991(.026)[.024] .3287(.026) .2992(.025)[.024]
.2 .1861(.044) .1951(.044)[.042] .1864(.044) .1954(.045)[.042] .1858(.045) .1949(.046)[.042]
.2 .2042(.046) .1955(.045)[.044] .2040(.046) .1951(.045)[.044] .2000(.047) .1913(.046)[.044]
.2 .1630(.126) .1538(.128)[.120] .1606(.125) .1514(.126)[.119] .1599(.126) .1509(.128)[.119]
200 1 .9363(.293) 1.0573(.296)[.285] .9108(.288) 1.0315(.291)[.282] .9168(.280) 1.0375(.282)[.283]
-.25 -.2454(.150) -.2671(.149)[.143] -.2357(.145) -.2571(.144)[.141] -.2357(.145) -.2571(.144)[.142]
.30 .3259(.138) .2972(.136)[.131] .3237(.139) .2954(.137)[.129] .3270(.132) .2986(.129)[.129]
1 .9770(.023) .9989(.022)[.022] .9781(.024) .9999(.023)[.022] .9781(.023) .9999(.022)[.022]
1 .9379(.162) 1.0022(.169)[.168] .9406(.166) 1.0048(.172)[.168] .9358(.162) .9996(.169)[.168]
1 1.0207(.076) .9905(.073)[.071] 1.0138(.121) .9837(.116)[.113] 1.0194(.113) .9893(.108)[.105]
1 .8613(.169) .9963(.191)[.180] .8788(.195) 1.0154(.217)[.202] .8672(.185) 1.0021(.206)[.195]
.3 .3314(.019) .2996(.018)[.017] .3313(.019) .2997(.019)[.017] .3313(.019) .2996(.019)[.017]
.2 .1953(.036) .1940(.037)[.035] .1990(.036) .1977(.036)[.035] .1977(.035) .1964(.035)[.035]
.2 .1967(.037) .1957(.037)[.035] .1976(.037) .1966(.036)[.035] .1979(.036) .1969(.036)[.035]
.2 .1783(.089) .1797(.089)[.088] .1728(.089) .1744(.089)[.087] .1766(.088) .1780(.088)[.087]
400 1 .9025(.220) 1.0133(.219)[.215] .9248(.229) 1.0352(.227)[.215] .9128(.221) 1.0239(.218)[.215]
-.21 -.1996(.089) -.2097(.087)[.089] -.2006(.090) -.2108(.088)[.088] -.1978(.092) -.2082(.090)[.088]
.42 .4336(.096) .4152(.093)[.089] .4352(.092) .4167(.089)[.089] .4380(.093) .4194(.090)[.089]
1 .9786(.017) .9998(.016)[.016] .9794(.017) 1.0006(.016)[.016] .9786(.017) .9998(.016)[.016]
1 .9529(.112) .9965(.116)[.117] .9546(.113) .9980(.117)[.117] .9568(.114) 1.0005(.118)[.117]
1 1.0225(.052) .9921(.050)[.051] 1.0251(.090) .9947(.086)[.082] 1.0231(.080) .9928(.076)[.075]
1 .8665(.116) 1.0025(.132)[.128] .8683(.136) 1.0035(.152)[.142] .8703(.131) 1.0056(.146)[.139]
.3 .3315(.013) .2997(.013)[.012] .3309(.013) .2992(.013)[.012] .3316(.013) .2999(.013)[.012]
.2 .1897(.023) .1993(.023)[.023] .1886(.023) .1981(.024)[.023] .1887(.023) .1981(.023)[.023]
.2 .2027(.033) .1988(.032)[.031] .1998(.033) .1959(.032)[.031] .2009(.033) .1970(.032)[.031]
.2 .1992(.062) .1882(.063)[.061] .1957(.062) .1852(.063)[.061] .1978(.062) .1874(.063)[.061]
Note: ψ = (α′, β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ
′)′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 5. Empirical Mean(sd)[se] of CQMLE and M -Estimator, DGP2, T = 3, m = 10
W1 = W2 = W3: Group Interaction
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est
50 1 .8801(.415) 1.0891(.424)[.366] .8940(.414) 1.1002(.423)[.385] .8672(.407) 1.0750(.416)[.370]
.30 .3669(.295) .2779(.285)[.251] .3571(.299) .2685(.290)[.260] .3779(.292) .2886(.282)[.249]
.24 .2724(.266) .2346(.255)[.235] .2602(.271) .2227(.261)[.239] .2767(.269) .2390(.258)[.234]
1 .9737(.051) .9986(.049)[.045] .9725(.050) .9973(.049)[.049] .9721(.052) .9969(.050)[.045]
1 .9110(.321) .9898(.338)[.326] .9296(.316) 1.0091(.331)[.328] .9192(.329) .9984(.347)[.325]
1 .9698(.151) .9297(.142)[.135] .9836(.250) .9435(.237)[.207] .9781(.228) .9378(.214)[.186]
1 .8418(.371) 1.0420(.440)[.385] .8510(.421) 1.0471(.492)[.411] .8580(.427) 1.0573(.498)[.408]
.3 .3417(.046) .2987(.045)[.039] .3435(.045) .3009(.044)[.041] .3426(.045) .2999(.044)[.039]
.2 .1875(.102) .1919(.100)[.093] .1805(.112) .1850(.108)[.110] .1844(.109) .1887(.106)[.094]
.2 .2065(.109) .1928(.099)[.096] .2098(.114) .1960(.105)[.109] .2086(.113) .1948(.105)[.096]
.2 .1008(.209) .0964(.204)[.178] .1058(.211) .1014(.205)[.182] .1049(.206) .1001(.201)[.175]
100 1 1.0003(.259) 1.0352(.258)[.247] 1.0010(.260) 1.0330(.258)[.545] 1.0095(.262) 1.0425(.260)[.255]
-.47 -.5729(.280) -.4722(.255)[.245] -.5938(.299) -.4893(.269)[.798] -.5972(.278) -.4935(.253)[.262]
-.42 -.4792(.236) -.4321(.216)[.202] -.4876(.237) -.4387(.215)[.492] -.4896(.234) -.4412(.214)[.210]
1 .9705(.035) .9977(.034)[.033] .9707(.036) .9979(.034)[.077] .9701(.036) .9974(.034)[.034]
1 .9625(.223) .9978(.232)[.232] .9672(.225) 1.0034(.235)[.266] .9587(.223) .9940(.233)[.232]
1 1.0020(.106) .9698(.100)[.099] 1.0045(.173) .9723(.166)[.223] 1.0043(.157) .9721(.150)[.143]
1 .8488(.243) 1.0045(.282)[.258] .8674(.270) 1.0263(.312)[.305] .8531(.263) 1.0088(.301)[.280]
.3 .3377(.028) .3011(.027)[.026] .3363(.029) .2996(.028)[.056] .3386(.029) .3021(.028)[.027]
.2 .1482(.125) .1898(.113)[.113] .1394(.134) .1828(.120)[.415] .1430(.128) .1856(.115)[.120]
.2 .2415(.121) .1996(.107)[.109] .2519(.129) .2082(.114)[.378] .2462(.124) .2032(.109)[.116]
.2 .1727(.185) .1264(.182)[.178] .1762(.192) .1284(.189)[.294] .1800(.184) .1332(.180)[.181]
200 1 .9434(.184) 1.0206(.187)[.182] .9371(.184) 1.0147(.187)[.182] .9360(.180) 1.0136(.183)[.182]
.14 .1501(.134) .1413(.130)[.121] .1501(.130) .1414(.127)[.121] .1555(.132) .1468(.129)[.121]
.35 .3582(.135) .3494(.131)[.123] .3598(.133) .3509(.128)[.123] .3608(.136) .3519(.131)[.124]
1 .9734(.024) .9991(.023)[.023] .9726(.024) .9982(.023)[.023] .9728(.024) .9984(.023)[.023]
1 .9387(.159) .9956(.165)[.165] .9393(.161) .9961(.168)[.165] .9482(.158) 1.0054(.164)[.165]
1 1.0191(.078) .9881(.074)[.071] 1.0163(.128) .9856(.122)[.113] 1.0196(.113) .9887(.107)[.104]
1 .8562(.171) .9940(.193)[.180] .8719(.192) 1.0098(.214)[.200] .8632(.184) 1.0011(.205)[.195]
.3 .3335(.019) .3009(.018)[.018] .3338(.019) .3013(.019)[.018] .3333(.019) .3007(.018)[.018]
.2 .1831(.071) .1970(.068)[.066] .1817(.072) .1960(.069)[.066] .1791(.070) .1933(.066)[.067]
.2 .1982(.071) .1987(.067)[.066] .2002(.072) .2004(.068)[.066] .2024(.071) .2026(.066)[.067]
.2 .1574(.136) .1445(.132)[.127] .1584(.134) .1452(.131)[.126] .1605(.133) .1477(.129)[.126]
400 1 .9062(.153) 1.0183(.155)[.152] .9064(.157) 1.0186(.159)[.152] .9048(.154) 1.0172(.157)[.152]
.32 .3478(.100) .3233(.097)[.095] .3485(.104) .3237(.100)[.096] .3510(.101) .3261(.097)[.095]
-.09 -.0873(.094) -.0850(.090)[.086] -.0887(.096) -.0863(.092)[.087] -.0888(.094) -.0864(.090)[.086]
1 .9781(.017) .9999(.016)[.016] .9772(.016) .9991(.015)[.016] .9782(.016) 1.0000(.016)[.016]
1 .9628(.113) 1.0026(.117)[.116] .9626(.114) 1.0023(.118)[.116] .9613(.110) 1.0010(.115)[.116]
1 1.0209(.053) .9929(.051)[.050] 1.0209(.088) .9930(.085)[.082] 1.0219(.081) .9939(.078)[.075]
1 .8742(.117) 1.0004(.131)[.127] .8767(.137) 1.0029(.152)[.141] .8754(.129) 1.0013(.142)[.138]
.3 .3294(.013) .2998(.012)[.012] .3299(.013) .3004(.012)[.012] .3296(.013) .3001(.012)[.012]
.2 .1790(.063) .1954(.060)[.061] .1774(.065) .1944(.062)[.062] .1788(.063) .1957(.059)[.061]
.2 .2124(.061) .2008(.057)[.058] .2136(.063) .2013(.058)[.059] .2126(.061) .2004(.057)[.058]
.2 .1796(.111) .1619(.109)[.108] .1858(.110) .1674(.108)[.108] .1810(.112) .1625(.110)[.108]
Note: ψ = (α′, β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ
′)′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 6. Empirical Mean(sd)[se] of CQMLE and M -Estimator, DGP2, T = 3, m = 10
W1 = W3: Group Interaction; W2: Queen Contiguity
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est CQMLE M-Est
50 1 .8718(.507) 1.0873(.499)[.459] .8997(.513) 1.1112(.508)[.459] .8749(.500) 1.0893(.495)[.461]
-.16 -.1143(.272) -.1670(.265)[.240] -.1295(.274) -.1817(.268)[.241] -.1102(.269) -.1631(.262)[.238]
.22 .2634(.267) .2236(.258)[.239] .2506(.269) .2112(.262)[.240] .2648(.268) .2253(.260)[.238]
1 .9778(.046) 1.0000(.045)[.042] .9763(.047) .9983(.046)[.041] .9769(.046) .9990(.045)[.042]
1 .9538(.328) 1.0188(.341)[.324] .9375(.338) 1.0010(.351)[.323] .9450(.326) 1.0094(.339)[.325]
1 .9710(.150) .9391(.143)[.134] .9822(.247) .9499(.237)[.204] .9773(.223) .9452(.213)[.187]
1 .8687(.373) 1.0224(.426)[.371] .8772(.420) 1.0294(.470)[.399] .8882(.417) 1.0426(.473)[.397]
.3 .3322(.040) .2981(.039)[.035] .3333(.041) .2996(.040)[.035] .3313(.040) .2974(.039)[.035]
.2 .1860(.051) .1865(.051)[.047] .1867(.053) .1873(.053)[.047] .1872(.053) .1875(.053)[.047]
.2 .2089(.075) .1955(.070)[.067] .2054(.076) .1924(.071)[.067] .2073(.073) .1941(.069)[.068]
.2 .1296(.156) .1274(.158)[.134] .1325(.154) .1304(.155)[.130] .1307(.153) .1297(.154)[.129]
100 1 .9334(.377) 1.0749(.376)[.357] .9368(.374) 1.0787(.373)[.356] .9242(.363) 1.0663(.363)[.356]
.49 .5288(.203) .4753(.201)[.189] .5280(.205) .4742(.203)[.188] .5320(.202) .4785(.199)[.187]
.17 .1845(.186) .1698(.183)[.170] .1886(.186) .1737(.183)[.170] .1832(.182) .1685(.179)[.170]
1 .9795(.032) .9985(.031)[.030] .9806(.032) .9996(.031)[.030] .9806(.033) .9995(.032)[.030]
1 .9880(.223) 1.0038(.231)[.228] .9957(.226) 1.0119(.234)[.228] .9815(.232) .9971(.240)[.228]
1 1.0032(.108) .9772(.104)[.099] 1.0041(.172) .9777(.165)[.154] 1.0017(.156) .9757(.150)[.142]
1 .8754(.246) .9942(.275)[.251] .8921(.266) 1.0124(.293)[.278] .8903(.267) 1.0091(.293)[.273]
.3 .3270(.025) .2996(.025)[.023] .3268(.025) .2995(.025)[.023] .3267(.025) .2994(.024)[.023]
.2 .1933(.041) .1914(.041)[.039] .1910(.040) .1891(.041)[.039] .1933(.040) .1914(.041)[.039]
.2 .1921(.047) .1937(.045)[.044] .1927(.046) .1942(.045)[.044] .1955(.046) .1970(.045)[.043]
.2 .1449(.120) .1466(.121)[.111] .1481(.120) .1497(.120)[.110] .1526(.117) .1546(.117)[.107]
200 1 .9393(.265) 1.0328(.265)[.260] .9416(.266) 1.0347(.268)[.260] .9530(.261) 1.0461(.262)[.259]
.22 .2086(.130) .2144(.127)[.123] .2064(.132) .2124(.129)[.122] .2086(.130) .2144(.127)[.123]
-.11 -.1147(.134) -.1122(.130)[.121] -.1158(.132) -.1132(.128)[.121] -.1186(.130) -.1160(.126)[.121]
1 .9769(.022) .9996(.021)[.021] .9769(.023) .9995(.022)[.022] .9779(.023) 1.0004(.022)[.021]
1 .9327(.161) 1.0011(.168)[.168] .9300(.162) .9978(.169)[.168] .9307(.166) .9981(.173)[.167]
1 1.0176(.077) .9876(.074)[.071] 1.0141(.122) .9841(.117)[.113] 1.0192(.114) .9892(.109)[.104]
1 .8672(.171) 1.0012(.194)[.180] .8765(.193) 1.0112(.216)[.201] .8646(.187) .9970(.209)[.194]
.3 .3315(.018) .3002(.018)[.017] .3312(.019) .3000(.018)[.017] .3308(.019) .2997(.019)[.017]
.2 .1859(.031) .1952(.031)[.030] .1866(.030) .1960(.030)[.030] .1855(.031) .1947(.031)[.029]
.2 .2035(.033) .1984(.033)[.032] .2027(.033) .1976(.033)[.032] .2023(.033) .1972(.032)[.032]
.2 .1665(.101) .1608(.103)[.095] .1707(.096) .1648(.097)[.094] .1648(.097) .1592(.099)[.094]
400 1 .8668(.232) 1.0319(.234)[.234] .8790(.243) 1.0437(.246)[.233] .8694(.239) 1.0344(.243)[.233]
.29 .3115(.089) .2897(.088)[.088] .3093(.095) .2876(.094)[.088] .3127(.088) .2908(.087)[.087]
.42 .4322(.090) .4225(.089)[.087] .4330(.093) .4232(.092)[.088] .4331(.091) .4234(.089)[.087]
1 .9770(.017) .9999(.016)[.016] .9774(.017) 1.0003(.016)[.016] .9765(.017) .9995(.016)[.016]
1 .9583(.113) 1.0005(.117)[.116] .9555(.109) .9975(.114)[.116] .9576(.112) .9998(.117)[.116]
1 1.0260(.056) .9948(.053)[.051] 1.0246(.087) .9935(.083)[.081] 1.0248(.081) .9935(.078)[.075]
1 .8609(.118) .9989(.134)[.127] .8665(.135) 1.0047(.151)[.142] .8623(.133) 1.0009(.148)[.139]
.3 .3319(.013) .2996(.013)[.012] .3316(.013) .2993(.013)[.012] .3322(.013) .2999(.013)[.012]
.2 .1970(.032) .1958(.033)[.032] .1957(.033) .1945(.034)[.032] .1963(.033) .1951(.033)[.032]
.2 .1978(.023) .1988(.023)[.023] .1979(.023) .1988(.023)[.023] .1975(.024) .1985(.024)[.023]
.2 .1721(.082) .1736(.083)[.078] .1760(.081) .1772(.081)[.078] .1700(.081) .1716(.082)[.078]
Note: ψ = (α′, β′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ
′)′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 7. Empirical Mean(sd) of CQMLE, M-Estimator, and FQMLE, DGP3, T = 3, m = 10; W3: Rook Contiguity
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est FQMLE CQMLE M-Est FQMLE CQMLE M-Est FQMLE
50 1 .9539(.224) 1.0005(.238) 1.0101(.239) .9525(.227) .9980(.241) 1.0078(.241) .9546(.225) 1.0017(.241) 1.0116(.242)
1 .9715(.045) .9979(.045) .9993(.044) .9726(.044) .9988(.043) 1.0003(.043) .9701(.045) .9965(.044) .9983(.044)
1 .8896(.318) 1.0008(.339) .9926(.339) .8853(.333) .9951(.354) .9873(.355) .8813(.321) .9918(.342) .9851(.341)
1 1.0053(.076) .9837(.074) .9820(.071) 1.0068(.124) .9855(.120) .9832(.119) 1.0052(.113) .9835(.109) .9806(.107)
1 .7896(.332) .9931(.407) 1.0009(.373) .8093(.388) 1.0091(.459) 1.0240(.436) .8108(.376) 1.0168(.451) 1.0364(.426)
.5 .5384(.031) .5004(.032) .4978(.031) .5390(.032) .5015(.032) .4987(.032) .5394(.032) .5015(.033) .4985(.032)
.3 .2819(.114) .2865(.114) .2528(.114) .2864(.115) .2917(.115) .2561(.115) .2829(.116) .2874(.116) .2516(.118)
100 1 .9521(.169) .9971(.177) .9954(.177) .9517(.179) .9960(.188) .9945(.188) .9571(.177) 1.0019(.187) 1.0001(.186)
1 .9760(.032) 1.0001(.031) 1.0004(.031) .9757(.031) .9995(.031) .9998(.030) .9751(.031) .9989(.030) .9993(.030)
1 .9218(.217) 1.0012(.229) 1.0071(.229) .9197(.227) .9988(.239) 1.0047(.239) .9203(.233) .9997(.245) 1.0058(.245)
1 1.0100(.054) .9933(.052) .9923(.051) 1.0055(.084) .9889(.082) .9881(.081) 1.0074(.078) .9907(.076) .9901(.076)
1 .8334(.232) .9940(.275) .9977(.252) .8586(.266) 1.0218(.313) 1.0245(.292) .8485(.251) 1.0094(.293) 1.0121(.274)
.5 .5311(.019) .5004(.020) .4997(.019) .5305(.019) .5000(.019) .4993(.019) .5310(.019) .5004(.020) .4997(.019)
.3 .2879(.085) .2902(.086) .2836(.081) .2904(.084) .2935(.084) .2858(.079) .2940(.084) .2969(.085) .2889(.081)
200 1 .9518(.118) 1.0042(.124) 1.0096(.124) .9504(.119) 1.0027(.125) 1.0081(.125) .9413(.120) .9934(.128) .9986(.128)
1 .9718(.023) .9995(.022) 1.0007(.022) .9726(.023) 1.0002(.022) 1.0014(.022) .9722(.023) .9999(.022) 1.0010(.022)
1 .9439(.160) 1.0029(.169) .9944(.169) .9421(.158) 1.0013(.167) .9927(.166) .9419(.159) 1.0010(.169) .9924(.168)
1 1.0140(.039) .9962(.037) .9954(.036) 1.0130(.061) .9951(.059) .9943(.058) 1.0134(.056) .9955(.055) .9950(.054)
1 .8264(.164) .9947(.197) .9982(.181) .8380(.181) 1.0087(.213) 1.0118(.199) .8326(.177) 1.0027(.211) 1.0034(.199)
.5 .5320(.014) .4996(.014) .4990(.014) .5320(.014) .4996(.014) .4991(.014) .5330(.014) .5006(.014) .5001(.014)
.3 .2947(.060) .2981(.060) .2833(.057) .2929(.062) .2962(.062) .2815(.059) .2921(.061) .2958(.061) .2814(.058)
400 1 .9300(.088) 1.0000(.093) 1.0103(.096) .9305(.085) 1.0003(.090) 1.0092(.093) .9295(.088) .9997(.094) 1.0093(.094)
1 .9727(.015) 1.0003(.014) 1.0062(.017) .9729(.016) 1.0004(.015) 1.0058(.017) .9719(.015) .9995(.015) 1.0051(.016)
1 .9345(.113) 1.0013(.120) 1.0189(.123) .9374(.110) 1.0043(.117) 1.0206(.120) .9372(.115) 1.0041(.122) 1.0209(.125)
1 1.0178(.026) .9982(.025) 1.0220(.030) 1.0161(.044) .9966(.042) 1.0222(.040) 1.0178(.041) .9982(.040) 1.0226(.038)
1 .8173(.112) 1.0005(.136) 1.0560(.252) .8268(.132) 1.0107(.156) 1.0489(.250) .8211(.129) 1.0050(.154) 1.0517(.249)
.5 .5349(.010) .4998(.010) .4931(.014) .5343(.011) .4992(.011) .4932(.014) .5351(.010) .5000(.010) .4936(.013)
.3 .2956(.042) .2991(.042) .2858(.040) .2943(.042) .2978(.042) .2842(.040) .2936(.042) .2970(.043) .2834(.040)
Note: ψ = (α0, β
′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ3)
′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 8. Empirical Mean(sd) of CQMLE, M-Estimator, and FQMLE, DGP3, T = 3, m = 10; W3: Queen Contiguity
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est FQMLE CQMLE M-Est FQMLE CQMLE M-Est FQMLE
50 1 .9522(.223) 1.0007(.237) 1.0068(.238) .9565(.230) 1.0050(.244) 1.0113(.244) .9542(.226) 1.0024(.241) 1.0089(.242)
1 .9712(.045) .9983(.044) .9992(.044) .9736(.046) 1.0005(.045) 1.0015(.044) .9730(.045) .9998(.043) 1.0010(.043)
1 .8877(.317) .9999(.338) .9910(.337) .8888(.335) 1.0011(.359) .9926(.357) .8786(.316) .9897(.338) .9822(.338)
1 1.0063(.076) .9842(.073) .9834(.071) 1.0033(.124) .9815(.120) .9800(.117) 1.0064(.117) .9847(.113) .9827(.111)
1 .7847(.325) .9922(.400) .9942(.366) .8392(.400) 1.0520(.474) 1.0579(.446) .8146(.391) 1.0195(.458) 1.0331(.435)
.5 .5394(.032) .5004(.032) .4989(.031) .5383(.032) .4994(.032) .4977(.030) .5399(.032) .5012(.032) .4993(.031)
.3 .2654(.142) .2693(.142) .2353(.139) .2660(.151) .2712(.151) .2356(.146) .2624(.146) .2668(.147) .2327(.141)
100 1 .9549(.173) 1.0014(.181) 1.0002(.181) .9500(.175) .9963(.184) .9952(.184) .9511(.172) .9978(.181) .9967(.182)
1 .9747(.032) .9993(.031) .9999(.031) .9742(.032) .9987(.032) .9994(.031) .9747(.032) .9994(.032) 1.0001(.031)
1 .9183(.224) .9961(.237) .9999(.236) .9237(.227) 1.0018(.240) 1.0051(.239) .9223(.228) 1.0004(.241) 1.0045(.240)
1 1.0099(.052) .9931(.051) .9930(.050) 1.0091(.086) .9923(.084) .9925(.083) 1.0110(.080) .9940(.078) .9937(.075)
1 .8304(.229) .9919(.274) .9963(.247) .8490(.259) 1.0116(.302) 1.0141(.277) .8411(.252) 1.0044(.295) 1.0101(.273)
.5 .5309(.020) .5000(.021) .4993(.020) .5309(.020) .4999(.020) .4993(.019) .5308(.020) .4998(.020) .4990(.020)
.3 .2828(.106) .2851(.107) .2890(.098) .2834(.104) .2854(.104) .2897(.096) .2814(.106) .2840(.106) .2875(.096)
200 1 .9428(.117) 1.0044(.123) 1.0064(.123) .9435(.118) 1.0051(.124) 1.0071(.124) .9376(.118) .9992(.125) 1.0013(.125)
1 .9679(.023) .9992(.023) 1.0002(.022) .9688(.023) 1.0000(.023) 1.0010(.022) .9688(.023) 1.0001(.023) 1.0011(.023)
1 .9541(.157) .9977(.166) .9962(.166) .9497(.157) .9928(.166) .9914(.166) .9507(.158) .9937(.167) .9923(.167)
1 1.0135(.037) .9956(.036) .9948(.035) 1.0118(.061) .9940(.060) .9934(.059) 1.0122(.056) .9943(.054) .9934(.053)
1 .8207(.156) .9903(.189) .9929(.176) .8368(.181) 1.0073(.213) 1.0092(.204) .8334(.175) 1.0042(.208) 1.0069(.193)
.5 .5331(.014) .5004(.014) .4998(.014) .5325(.014) .4998(.014) .4992(.014) .5331(.014) .5003(.014) .4998(.014)
.3 .2861(.073) .2887(.074) .2663(.072) .2918(.075) .2950(.076) .2710(.074) .2884(.073) .2911(.074) .2682(.071)
400 1 .9293(.086) .9998(.091) 1.0001(.092) .9284(.084) .9988(.089) .9999(.089) .9289(.085) .9992(.090) 1.0002(.092)
1 .9723(.015) 1.0000(.015) 1.0018(.016) .9725(.016) 1.0001(.015) 1.0023(.016) .9725(.015) 1.0001(.015) 1.0022(.016)
1 .9333(.112) 1.0001(.120) 1.0096(.120) .9353(.110) 1.0022(.117) 1.0126(.118) .9318(.114) .9982(.121) 1.0080(.122)
1 1.0179(.027) .9983(.026) 1.0288(.027) 1.0164(.043) .9969(.042) 1.0271(.036) 1.0165(.041) .9971(.040) 1.0279(.035)
1 .8129(.113) .9955(.137) .9548(.211) .8230(.127) 1.0069(.151) .9708(.212) .8188(.126) 1.0011(.150) .9612(.213)
.5 .5353(.010) .5000(.010) .4978(.012) .5350(.011) .4998(.011) .4971(.012) .5352(.011) .5000(.011) .4975(.012)
.3 .2927(.051) .2965(.051) .2853(.053) .2912(.053) .2948(.053) .2832(.053) .2925(.052) .2961(.053) .2839(.053)
Note: ψ = (α0, β
′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ3)
′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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Table 9. Empirical Mean(sd) of CQMLE, M-Estimator, and FQMLE, DGP3, T = 3, m = 10; W3: Group Interaction
Normal Error Normal Mixture Chi-Square
n ψ CQMLE M-Est FQMLE CQMLE M-Est FQMLE CQMLE M-Est FQMLE
50 1 .9349(.226) 1.0001(.243) 1.0009(.242) .9316(.223) .9961(.238) .9979(.239) .9406(.222) 1.0064(.241) 1.0083(.242)
1 .9658(.046) .9982(.045) .9994(.045) .9665(.049) .9986(.048) 1.0004(.047) .9645(.049) .9969(.047) .9988(.046)
1 .8877(.311) .9950(.337) .9997(.336) .8887(.312) .9953(.338) 1.0016(.338) .8783(.321) .9854(.347) .9922(.348)
1 1.0108(.078) .9843(.074) .9839(.072) 1.0103(.127) .9837(.122) .9818(.120) 1.0142(.119) .9873(.113) .9850(.112)
1 .7506(.332) .9934(.419) .9940(.392) .7697(.385) 1.0151(.473) 1.0252(.447) .7697(.386) 1.0153(.469) 1.0305(.448)
.5 .5473(.035) .5011(.035) .4999(.034) .5474(.036) .5015(.036) .4996(.035) .5480(.036) .5016(.036) .4996(.035)
.3 .2611(.139) .2675(.139) .2432(.136) .2607(.141) .2659(.143) .2415(.139) .2631(.132) .2687(.132) .2455(.125)
100 1 .9566(.162) .9985(.170) .9962(.170) .9622(.162) 1.0046(.171) 1.0022(.171) .9659(.164) 1.0080(.174) 1.0058(.174)
1 .9712(.032) .9990(.031) .9990(.030) .9710(.032) .9989(.031) .9990(.031) .9725(.031) 1.0002(.030) 1.0003(.030)
1 .9104(.230) .9945(.245) 1.0020(.245) .9095(.224) .9940(.237) 1.0014(.238) .9105(.221) .9940(.234) 1.0017(.234)
1 1.0127(.055) .9940(.053) .9935(.052) 1.0132(.088) .9940(.085) .9934(.084) 1.0135(.080) .9947(.078) .9940(.077)
1 .8191(.233) .9969(.280) .9998(.261) .8323(.258) 1.0146(.304) 1.0173(.286) .8183(.250) .9952(.297) 1.0008(.283)
.5 .5349(.020) .5008(.021) .5004(.020) .5340(.020) .4997(.021) .4993(.020) .5338(.021) .5000(.021) .4994(.021)
.3 .2669(.113) .2684(.115) .2632(.109) .2703(.113) .2721(.114) .2674(.108) .2690(.111) .2706(.113) .2650(.107)
200 1 .9344(.130) .9984(.136) 1.0006(.136) .9372(.127) 1.0014(.134) 1.0035(.134) .9342(.126) .9984(.134) 1.0009(.134)
1 .9708(.022) .9997(.021) 1.0000(.021) .9710(.023) 1.0000(.022) 1.0001(.022) .9705(.023) .9994(.022) .9997(.022)
1 .9596(.160) 1.0016(.169) .9971(.169) .9590(.157) 1.0011(.166) .9964(.166) .9588(.160) 1.0007(.169) .9958(.169)
1 1.0145(.037) .9966(.036) .9965(.035) 1.0144(.061) .9963(.059) .9966(.058) 1.0140(.057) .9960(.055) .9957(.054)
1 .8267(.159) .9958(.189) .9971(.174) .8360(.181) 1.0079(.213) 1.0068(.201) .8333(.180) 1.0042(.211) 1.0062(.195)
.5 .5328(.014) .5003(.014) .5005(.013) .5323(.014) .4997(.014) .5000(.014) .5324(.014) .4999(.014) .5000(.014)
.3 .2803(.092) .2831(.093) .2964(.086) .2793(.094) .2818(.094) .2964(.086) .2796(.096) .2823(.096) .2961(.089)
400 1 .9347(.085) .9961(.089) 1.0061(.090) .9634(.084) .9961(.089) 1.0011(.090) .9534(.085) .9991(.086) 1.0010(.084)
1 .9720(.016) 1.0003(.016) 1.0045(.016) .9750(.017) 1.0005(.016) 1.0005(.015) .9753(.016) 1.0001(.016) 1.0005(.015)
1 .9150(.111) 1.0025(.117) 1.0170(.119) .9380(.111) 1.0015(.112) 1.0017(.111) .9273(.110) 1.0005(.112) .9971(.111)
1 1.0162(.026) .9975(.025) 1.0088(.023) 1.0169(.043) .9974(.042) 1.0005(.041) 1.0259(.043) .9984(.042) .9965(.041)
1 .8288(.114) 1.0052(.137) 1.0679(.131) .8389(.115) 1.0032(.128) 1.0022(.109) .8385(.115) 1.0002(.123) 1.0023(.112)
.5 .5339(.010) .5001(.010) .4945(.012) .5333(.011) .5001(.010) .4975(.010) .5342(.010) .5000(.011) .4995(.011)
.3 .2811(.076) .2966(.077) .2902(.075) .2801(.075) .2919(.076) .2899(.074) .2798(.076) .2917(.077) .2901(.074)
Note: ψ = (α0, β
′, σ2v , φ, ρ, λ3)
′; Xt values are generated with θx = (g, φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2) = (.01, .5, .5, 2, 1).
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